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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Tullock’s (1980) analysis of rent-seeking behavior has become one of the
most commonly used analytical frameworks in economic research on contests.1 In any contest, there is a number of players who compete for a rent
mostly of a given size (often called the prize). Players strive to receive a
large share of this rent or secure a larger probability of receiving the whole
rent. In order to increase their share or their probability of winning, they
expend costly e¤ort. These e¤orts are sunk, irrespective of how successful
the players are in attracting the rent. A player’s e¤ort increases his (expected) share in the rent, and, at the same time, reduces the (expected)
share of the rent that other players can receive. The other players may also
expend such non-refundable e¤ort. Hence, a contest solves a distributional
problem in a very ine¢ cient manner because a lot of e¤ort is expended and
wasted from a collective point of view.
Irrespective of contests being potentially wasteful, instances of players
solving a distributional problem in this manner can be found in economic,
but also political and social environments. In any such situation, the players try to get ahead of their rivals by expending scarce resources. The type
of resource they expend varies depending on the speci…c example. It can
1

There exist several microfoundations (see, e.g., Hirshleifer and Riley 1992, Fullerton
and McAfee 1999, and Baye and Hoppe 2003) and axiomatic foundations (see Skaperdas
1996 and Clark and Riis 1998) for this type of contest structure.
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be money, e¤ort, soldiers, guns, time, or any other scarce resource. Con‡ictual situations that can be modelled as contests include advertising (e.g.,
Schmalensee 1972 and 1978), political campaigns (e.g., Baron 1994, Skaperdas and Grofman 1995), litigation (e.g., Hirshleifer and Osborne 2001, Baye
et al. 2005, Robson and Skaperdas 2008), patent races (e.g., Reinganum
1989, Baye and Hoppe 2003), sports competitions (e.g., Szymanski 2003,
Runkel 2011), promotion tournaments (e.g., Lazear and Rosen 1981, Rosen
1986, Müller and Wärneryd 2001, Tsoulouhas et al. 2007), sales contests
(e.g., Lim et al. 2009, Chen et al 2011), lobbying (e.g., Nitzan 1994, Epstein
and Nitzan 2004, Polborn and Sahakyan 2007), mating contests (especially
in biology, e.g., Parker 1974, for surveys see Andersson 1994, and Hardy
and Bri¤a 2013) or military combat and war (see Konrad 2009 for a more
thorough description of these examples).
Due to the large variety of possible applications, there is a large and
growing theoretical literature on contests (see Konrad 2009 for a survey).
Obviously, researchers would also like to test their theories and address the
issues surrounding contests using data. However, individual e¤ort is di¢ cult to observe in the …eld, since only the joint outcome of e¤ort, ability and
noise (the performance of the contestant) can be observed. Moreover, there
are issues of self-selection and a lot of unobservables that make an empirical
analysis with observational data di¢ cult. Therefore, data from experimental contests is the preferred choice. The beauty of controlled experiments
lies in allowing to clearly test theories and channels without confounding
e¤ects. In the laboratory, e¤ort choices are often monetarized and thus
easy to measure. Moreover, it is possible to induce di¤erences between the
contestants for example in terms of strengths. Furthermore, by comparing
di¤erent treatments whose designs di¤er in nothing but one aspect, it is
possible to directly attribute changes in human behavior to changes in the
treatment. The …rst studies to test contest theory in the laboratory were
conducted by Bull et al. (1987) and Millner and Pratt (1989, 1991). Since
then, a large body of papers on experimental contests has been published.
When Dechenaux et al. (2015) surveyed the literature on experimental contests (including all-pay auctions and rank-order tournaments) they already
found more than 200 experimental papers on the topic.
16

Despite the work that has been carried out, a few puzzles related to con‡ict and (experimental) contests remain. I will name three puzzles which
this thesis addresses below. One very basic puzzle is why resource wasteful
con‡ict emerges at all. Often, the participants of a contest would all be
better o¤ if they split the rent peacefully rather than engaging in costly
con‡ict. This is especially true for a military con‡ict in which peace would
save lives, but also in other situations. In the corporate world, companies
could save on costs for lawyers if disputes could be settled without lawsuits.
For example, patent litigation burns millions of dollars of the private and
public hand (for estimations see, e.g., Choi 2005 and Harho¤ 2009). Another
example are the primaries in the US presidential elections (Klumpp and Polborn 2006). In their campaigns, the candidates spend unbelievable amounts
of money to convince the electorate that they should be their party’s presidential nominee.2 Additionally, US tax payers bear a large burden of these
elections.3 With this in mind, the obvious question is why people prefer to
expend so many resources (often in vain). Can we say something about the
circumstances that facilitate or hinder the outbreak of a violent con‡ict?
Another puzzle concerns alliance formation in contests. From a rational choice perspective, alliances in a contest su¤er from two disadvantages.
First, the members of the alliance face a free-rider problem, as the e¤ort
they expend is a contribution to a public good (Olson and Zeckhauser 1966).
All members bene…t from higher collective e¤ort of the alliance, but each
individual member prefers additional e¤ort to be expended by the other
members of the alliance. Second, the members of the alliance face a holdup problem: If they win the contest, they have to decide on how to divide
the prize. If they allocate the prize by means of another costly con‡ict,
the e¤ort expended in this internal distributional con‡ict reduces the value
they attribute to winning the prize. This further discourages the members
2

For example, in the 2012 primaries Mitt Romney spent almost $80 million (see
http://theweek.com/articles/476099/cost-mitt-romneys-nomination-by-numbers). The
cost of only launching a campaign in 2016 was estimated by Fortune magazine to be more than $50 million (see http://fortune.com/2015/03/28/campaign…nancing/).
Also compare http://www.hu¢ ngtonpost.com/gobankingrates/2016election-results-vs_b_9369246.html for actual spendings in the current 2016 primaries.
3
The cost of the 2012 primaries to the public was estimated to be $400 million (see
http://ivn.us/2013/03/25/partisan-primaries-cost-taxpayers-400-million-last-year).
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of an alliance when they decide on the e¤ort they expend in the (external)
con‡ict.4 In other words, expending one unit of e¤ort is less valuable for
an alliance member than for an individual (stand-alone) contestant. Why,
then, do we see alliances being formed in wars, coalitions being built for governments, strategic alliances being formed by …rms, teamwork on the rise
in companies? Is William Tell right that "the strong man is the strongest
when alone," as he claims when he refuses to join the alliance in Friedrich
Schiller’s (1804) saga of the Rütli oath? Is Stau¤acher right that "even the
weak grow strong by union," in the same drama? Can we identify advantages of alliance formation that have been overlooked traditionally? Can
we learn something about who is more likely to form an alliance?
Third, not only do (some) people like to …ght a contest and (some) people
do enjoy being part of a group in a contest despite the obvious disadvantages, but we also see that once they are in a violent con‡ict, contestants
typically overexert e¤ort (Sheremeta 2013, 2016). They spend more than
what the Nash equilibrium with payo¤ maximizing agents would predict.
This is the last puzzle we look at in this thesis. A number of explanations
such as bounded rationality, mistakes, probability distortions, inequality
aversion, spite or impulsive behavior have been put forward to explain it.
We concentrate on another popular explanation for the higher e¤ort: the
joy of winning. How large is the joy of winning? If we add a non-monetary
component of winning or losing a contest on top of the monetary prize, can
we say something about the implications for e¤ort?
All of the above puzzles and the resulting questions allude to issues of
heterogeneity and selection. Below, I will describe the particular type of
heterogeneity and selection in more detail.

1.1.1

Heterogeneity

Usually, early economic models work with the assumption of homogeneous
players. However, "variety is the spice of life" according to a proverbial saying. Translated into economics, this means that introducing heterogeneity
of players into economic models can yield new and sometimes surprising
4

The experimental evidence by Ke et al. (2013) con…rms such a hold-up e¤ect.
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insights. This is also true for contest theory. An established result is that
an increase in player heterogeneity leads to a decrease in aggregate e¤ort
(Baye et al. 1993, Gradstein 1995, Stein 2002).
Players can be heterogeneous in their abilities, …ghting strengths or cost
of e¤ort, but also in their valuations of the prize. For instance, the marginal
value of securing a patent may be smaller for an established pharmaceutical company than for a start-up, and the value of winning a championship
may be higher for one professional athlete than for another (for example,
because an attractive sportsman can make more money from sponsoring
and advertising than a sportsman of average appearance). These are examples of heterogeneous prize values in patent races and sports tournaments.
There are also examples of heterogeneous abilities, cost of e¤ort or …ghting strengths in political competition, promotion tournaments and military
con‡ict. In political competition, it might be less costly for a rich or wellconnected candidate to …nance an expensive election campaign than for a
poor newbie. Further, men might be more able to work extra hours in
the o¢ ce in the evening than women, trying to convince the boss of being
the right candidate for a promotion. Finally, the …ghting strengths of soldiers of the Russian army might be di¤erent from the …ghting strengths of
combatants of the so-called Islamic State.
In this thesis, we make an e¤ort to control for observed heterogeneity
for example in risk attitudes among the experiment participants in the best
possible way, using laboratory and econometric methods. However, we also
induce heterogeneity in terms of di¤erences in cost of e¤ort in chapters 2
and 3. These di¤erences represent di¤erences in ability, …ghting strength,
or motivation. Moreover, in chapters 2, 4, and 5 we try to capture heterogeneity in terms of di¤erences in the value of the prize. These di¤erences
can stem from a non-monetary valuation of winning. In chapter 2, players
di¤er in intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and we are interested in whether
stronger types (with a high motivation) or weaker types (with a low motivation) are more likely to decide to …ght in an alliance rather than as a
stand-alone player. In chapter 3, players di¤er in extrinsic motivation and
in unobserved intrinsic motivation. We are interested in whether strong
types (with a low cost of e¤ort) or weak types (with a high cost of e¤ort)
19

decide to …ght a contest or …nd a peaceful solution to dividing the prize and
how an increase in the heterogeneity of their extrinsic motivation a¤ects
this decision. In chapters 4 and 5, players di¤er only in intrinsic motivation. We analyze how much money players are willing to pay in order to
…ght a contest again and use this number to measure the player’s heterogeneity in intrinsic motivation in chapter 4. In chapter 5, we analyze how
heterogeneity in intrinsic motivation a¤ects selection decisions and e¤ort in
the contest.

1.1.2

Selection

Selection is an important topic in economics. Depending on the area, it has
di¤erent connotations. While a micro theorist might think of adverse selection (Akerlof 1970), an econometrician might think of the sample selection
bias (Heckman 1979). In contests, selection can be on the type of payment,
e.g., the decision for a tournament vs. piece-rate payment or a winnertakes-it-all vs. a proportional prize contest. It can also be on whether or
not to enter a contest, e.g., whether to enter a highly competitive job market for professional dancers or scientists. Relatedly, there is the decision
on whether to become active in a contest, e.g., architects are always in a
contest to win projects, but sometimes an architect might decide against
even submitting a draft in a competition if there is a favored experienced
competitor. Theory has also analyzed the factors determining whether to
become active in a contest and their interaction with heterogeneity of the
players (see e.g., Stein 2002) showing that the players with a low valuation
of the prize or large e¤ort costs may want to abstain from the con‡ict.
In this thesis, the number of active contestants in a given contest is always …xed. In chapters 3, 4 and 5 we consider two-player contests. Chapter
3 is about the (indirect) selection of entering into a contest or peacefully
dividing a rent. Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the selection to play a contest
again or to stay with the outcome of a previously played contest. Hence,
this question is related to choosing a particular form of payment. Chapter
2 analyzes the decision to select into an alliance or …ght as a stand-alone
player in a three-player contest, i.e., the decision is about selecting the type
of contest. The advantage of analyzing these questions in the laboratory is
20

that we observe all selection decisions, circumventing the problem of a bias
introduced by unobserved self-selection.
Selection into groups is interesting because many contests are characterized by competition between groups (or “teams”or “alliances”) and not
individuals. Examples include competition between corporate consortia,
R&D competition between …rms, election campaigns by political parties,
and alliances between countries engaged in warfare, such as the Allied Powers of the Second World War. The formation and performance of alliances
in con‡icts is a topic as old as the study of con‡ict and much of the recent
modeling in this area has employed contest theory (for a survey, see Bloch
2012). In parallel, the interest in experiments on group and alliance behavior in contests has grown. In group contests, members of the same group
have an incentive to cooperate with each other by contributing individual
e¤orts in order to win the contest. Since e¤ort is costly, each member also
has an incentive to shirk in contributing e¤ort and free-ride on the e¤orts
of other members. Hence, we also touch upon the issue of adverse selection
because players with a low motivation are more likely to decide for joining
an alliance.
One of the disadvantages of alliance formation is the hold-up problem,
as mentioned above. If the alliance wins the contest, the alliance members
have to decide about how to divide the prize (for example think about the
discussion about how to divide Germany at the Yalta Conference). If the
alliance members cannot agree on a peaceful division, they allocate the prize
by means of another costly con‡ict.5 Whether there is con‡ict or peace is a
fundamental question, not only for victorious alliances. The determinants
of the outbreak (or the end) of violent con‡ict have been studied both theoretically and empirically in economic theory, political science, international
relations and political economy. Military con‡ict is the …rst application that
comes to mind (e.g., if two countries negotiate about dividing resources such
as oil or …shing waters, but negotiations break down, they go to war). However, we can also see the outbreak of wasteful con‡ict in other applications
such as elections or litigation (e.g., if two parties want to form a coalition,
5

This is the focus of the paper by Ke et al. (2015). The experimental evidence
shows that the imbalance between alliance members’…ghting strengths matters for the
likelihood of internal con‡ict.
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but cannot agree on their positions, they use uncoordinated policy platforms in their election campaigns or if two …rms negotiate about the extent
of a patent, but fail to reach an agreement, they go to court).6 This type
of selection into open con‡ict is studied in chapter 3, with a focus on the
interaction of the balance or imbalance of power, strategic uncertainty and
the existence of a mediator.
In experimental lottery contests we typically observe that players in the
laboratory expend more than what the Nash equilibrium predicts. One
of the explanations for it is that winning a contest yields a non-monetary
joy of winning. Chapter 4 uses a special bidding mechanism that leads to
self-selection of players, with the aim of backing out the extent of this joy
of winning. Finally, chapter 5 analyzes the consequences of self-selection
according to the joy of winning on aggregate e¤ort.

1.2

Contribution and main results

In this thesis, I use theory-guided controlled laboratory experiments to answer a number of research questions. The research questions in the following
chapters …t di¤erent types of applications particularly well. Nevertheless,
I concentrate on winner-take-all Tullock lottery contests with linear costs
throughout. Below, I will give a short outline of the contribution and a
preview of the main results of the following chapters.

1.2.1

Endogenous group formation

This chapter focusses on the self-selection of certain types of players into
alliances. We experimentally study endogenous alliance formation and contest e¤ort choices in a generic three-player contest. Endogenous alliance
formation may strengthen positive aspects such as in-group favoritism and
in-group solidarity compared to exogenously formed alliances. However, adverse selection can constitute a major problem when alliances are formed on
a voluntary basis. We ask: Under which circumstances do players prefer to
join an alliance and which type of players prefers to form an alliance (and
6

The three examples are borrowed from Bester and Wärneryd (2006).
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vice versa, what are the characteristics of a player who prefers to …ght as a
stand-alone player)?
Taking into account that individuals may di¤er in their intrinsic or extrinsic incentives to expend e¤ort, the theory analysis predicts that such heterogeneity leads to a self-selection of weakly motivated players into alliances
while strongly motivated players prefer to stand alone in an upcoming con‡ict. The intuitive reason is that strong players bear a disproportionately
high share of the cost of alliance e¤ort and therefore prefer to stand alone
while weak players bene…t from the free-riding opportunities inside alliances.
The experimental evidence on self-selection is in conformity with the
theory analysis of the game. In particular, the experimental results show
that self-selection occurs along heterogeneity in both intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations. So-called strong players who have a low monetary and/or
non-monetary cost of e¤ort select predominantly into stand-alone contests,
while so-called weak players with a high monetary and/or non-monetary
e¤ort cost predominantly enter into endogenously formed alliances. Strong
players are "exploited" by their alliance partner who free-rides on them.
These strong players have a higher expected empirical payo¤ in the standalone contest which can explain their preference for standing alone.
The self-selection of weak players leads to lower e¤ort in endogenously
formed alliances. Yet, the evidence found suggests that there is also an
e¤ort-stimulating e¤ect whenever players voluntarily form an alliance. This
is the case because those players who care a lot about their in-group select
into the alliance and because in-group solidarity is enhanced. This increase
in e¤ort is in line with theories of in-group favoritism and partially counterbalances the negative e¤ect of self-selection.
We have also found evidence for strategic e¤ects as e¤ort choices depend
on the co-player’s vote on alliance formation. Strong players who end up in
an alliance with a player who voted for alliance formation choose the highest
e¤ort anticipating that their alliance partner is likely to be a weak type and
is likely to expend little e¤ort. Similarly, weak players with a preference
for alliance formation choose the lowest e¤ort when they are in an alliance
with a co-player who voted against alliance formation. These intuitions
have been con…rmed by an additional treatment in which we also elicited
23

player’s beliefs about their co-player’s e¤ort. Last, we analyzed institutional
questions regarding the process of alliance formation. We …nd that when
alliance formation decisions require unanimity (instead of majority), the
individual probability of voting for alliance formation is higher than under
majority voting.

1.2.2

Balance of power

In this chapter, we study the role of an imbalance in …ghting strengths when
players bargain in the shadow of con‡ict. More speci…cally, we analyze the
relation between power asymmetries of players and, …rst, the probability
of a resource wasteful con‡ict as well as, second, the distribution of the
surplus created from reaching a peaceful solution. This chapter relates to
the literature on bargaining and the role of asymmetries, to research in the
context of evolutionary game theory, and to the large literature in political
science addressing the balance of power and the probability of war. Balance
of power theory predicts that con‡ict is most likely to break out if the players have very di¤erent strengths. Power transition theory, on the contrary,
predicts that con‡ict is most likely to break out if the players have roughly
similar strength. An in‡uential argument by Wittman (1979) suggests that
the balance of power should not matter for the probability of military con‡ict; it should only matter for the distribution of the resources. We take
this hypothesis as our starting point in the experiment. In the experiment,
players di¤er in monetary e¤ort cost. They …rst bargain about the division
of some resource and only if they fail to reach a peaceful agreement they
enter into con‡ict.
Our experimental results suggest the following: First, whether or not an
increase in power asymmetry between players leads to more con‡ict depends
on the exact speci…cation of the bargaining stage. Second, the importance
of exogenous mediation proposals depends on the balance of power.
In a simple bargaining game with an exogenous mediation proposal,
the likelihood of con‡ict is independent of the balance of power. A larger
imbalance of power does not in‡uence the likelihood of con‡ict in case of
such an exogenous division mechanism. This mechanism can be thought
of as a mediator without own objectives who o¤ers an equitable division of
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the prize (the Nash bargaining solution) to the players. On the individual
decision level, we …nd that the disadvantaged player rejects the proposed
division more often than the advantaged player. However, if the mediator
suggests a 50-50 split of the prize, then the player who is advantaged in
the contest is more likely to reject. If the exogenous mediation proposal
does not account for changes in the relative …ghting strengths at all, the
con‡ict probability is substantially increased. These …ndings can be rationalized by relative standing considerations and are in line with …ndings from
evolutionary biology.
If we move away from the exogenous division of the prize and if instead
bargaining involves endogenous demand choices, the results are di¤erent.
With endogenous demands, the likelihood of con‡ict is higher if power is
more imbalanced. Endogenous bargaining outcomes re‡ect the players’unequal …ghting strengths, and outcomes are most e¢ cient when power is
balanced. With small power asymmetry, players successfully implement an
endogenous peaceful 50-50 split in about half of the cases. Comparing the
bargaining mechanisms, exogenous mediation proposals even lead to more
con‡ict than own demand choices in the negotiations if power is balanced.
If power asymmetry is large and bargaining follows the rules of a Nash
demand game, we observe a signi…cant amount of con‡ict. Con‡ict arises
in more than half of the cases because total demands by both players are
incompatible. The mere possibility to appropriate a larger part of the resources (that is absent in the simple game with an exogenous mediation
proposal) makes players less willing to compromise. If a peaceful agreement
is reached, however, the entire material surplus of peaceful sharing is allocated to the disadvantaged player. The advantaged player only gets a share
close to his con‡ict payo¤ (his outside option).
We rule out a number of individual reasons for the high amount of con‡ict in the treatment with endogenous demand choices and a large asymmetry in …ghting strengths. First, the high probability of con‡ict cannot be
due to e¢ ciency considerations only. It is true that total rent dissipation in
the con‡ict decreases in the degree of asymmetry, making bargaining failure more costly when players are similar in terms of their …ghting strengths.
Hence, reaching a peaceful agreement is more valuable if players are very
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similar in terms of …ghting strength. However, this e¢ ciency argument
should also hold for the simple exogenous bargaining mechanism, but we
…nd no in‡uence of power balance on the probability of con‡ict in this institutional setup. Furthermore, coordination failure can only be a partial
explanation for the increased con‡ict probability as the con‡ict probability remains high even when the equitable solution chosen by the mediator
is suggested as a focal point to the players. The increased con‡ict probability when asymmetry between players is high may stem from increased
individual heterogeneity, for example in the value of winning.

1.2.3

Joy of winning

A widely observed phenomenon in lottery contest experiments is that players signi…cantly overexpend e¤ort, compared to a theoretical benchmark.
One common explanation for this overbidding is that players value the prize
higher than its pure monetary value, the so-called joy of winning yields additional utility for them. This can not only explain the overexpenditure,
but also the heterogeneity in contest e¤orts observed. However, while the
existence of a joy of winning is increasingly accepted in the literature discussing experimental contests, there is little undisputed empirical evidence
for such a joy of winning because the joy of winning is di¢ cult to observe
and to quantify.
The most prominent test for an inherent joy of winning has been developed by Sheremeta (2010b): After the main part of a contest experiment,
players can invest e¤ort in another contest, in which the prize value is set
to zero. They are actually …ghting for nothing. The e¤ort expended in this
zero-prize-contest is then taken as a measure for the joy of winning. This
post-test has been implemented by a number of recent contest experiments.
However, the measure is also challenged, e.g., because of its post-test nature and because it is a one-sided measure in that it cannot measure the
frustration of losing.
Therefore, this chapter develops a novel, incentivized way to measure
the individual-speci…c joy of winning as well as the frustration of losing in a
Tullock lottery contest. Two players …rst take part in a Tullock contest and
once they know their realized payo¤s, they can place a (negative or positive)
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bid for playing again. This bid for playing again is then compared to a
predicted bid whose value is derived from theory. Using this comparison,
it is possible to test whether the players over- or underbid for playing the
contest again. Moreover, the players report their current satisfaction levels
right before and after the contest, yielding a non-incentivized measure for
the joy of winning and the frustration of losing.
We …nd that the willingness to pay for a restart of the contest di¤ers
between winners and losers. Compared to a theoretical benchmark, winners
are more satis…ed and overbid for a restart of the contest, indicating a joy
of winning. On the contrary, losers are less satis…ed and underbid, indicating a frustration of losing. In both dimensions, we observe a large degree
of heterogeneity across our players. We …nd a monotonicity in changes in
satisfaction that are induced by the restarted contest. Former losers (winners) and later winners (losers) experience the highest increase (decrease)
in satisfaction. Both measures of the joy of winning, bid di¤erences and the
change in satisfaction, are signi…cantly positively correlated, but they are
uncorrelated with the e¤ort players expend in a zero-prize contest.
The implementation of the experiment allows us to test another hypothesis. Winning probabilities were illustrated by means of a fortune wheel with
an arrow spinning clockwise on the screen. Hence, we have (visually) bare
winners and losers versus sure winners and losers, depending on whether the
arrow stopped close to the frontier between both players’winning regions or
far away. In line with …ndings from psychology on narrow misses, we …nd
that visually tight outcomes lead to stronger reactions (both for the bid
di¤erences and for the change in satisfaction). Moreover, we test whether
the joy of winning is higher the lower the actual win probability of a player.
We …nd that the magnitude of the joy of winning and of the frustration
of losing is larger when winning or losing comes as a surprise, in line with
former results that surprise enhances emotional e¤ects.
Further, e¤ort levels (which are higher than predicted in the …rst contest)
are even higher in the second contest, which can be explained by selection
of high e¤ort types with a high joy of winning into the restarted contest.
On average, players who continue to the restarted contest expend more
e¤ort in the …rst contest than players who do not continue to the restarted
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contest. Moreover, the new composition of players (biased towards high joy
of winning types who expend a lot of e¤ort) leads the subset of players who
continue to the restarted contest to increase their e¤ort in the restarted
contest even further.

1.2.4

Self-selection of joyful players

Expenditures in a contest can either be a good or a bad, depending on
the application. For example, rent-seeking expenditures are normally seen
as social waste because a welfare maximizing social planner would try to
minimize them. The same is true for patent races and obviously for military con‡ict (not taking into account positive e¤ects on innovations and
the defense industry). On the other hand, the e¤ort expended by potential candidates in promotion contests can be viewed as something good if
the e¤ort increases the knowledge frontier or more generally contributes to
the company’s output. Innovation e¤ort is also typically seen as a good
and a social planner approves of the positive externalities from increases in
research and development spending. Also in sports tournaments the e¤ort
expended in training and in matches has positive externalities and is viewed
as a good that should be maximized from a planner’s perspective. Hence, in
some applications the contest organizer may wish to maximize expenditure
and in other applications he may wish to minimize expenditure.
In chapter 5, we build on the experimental set-up of chapter 4. We take
the perspective that e¤ort is a good and analyze the decision of an e¤ortmaximizing contest designer on whether to allow for a restart of the contest,
inducing self-selection of joyful players. We show that letting players selfselect into a contest according to their joy of winning can lead to higher
e¤ort levels in the contest. We employ a complete information model with
two types who di¤er in their degree of the joy of winning. Due to the
increased incentives for joyful players who care about the monetary value
of the prize and about winning per se, e¤ort expended by joyful types is
higher than e¤ort expended by types who only care about the monetary
value of the prize.
We assume that there is asymmetric awareness between contestants and
the contest designer about the end of the game. Contestants might know
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that a restart might occur, but we simplify the analysis by assuming that
they ignore this probability when they decide on their …rst period e¤ort.
After the contest, the players learn that they can bid money to have the
chance to replay the contest and that the monetary consequences of the
former contest are eliminated upon restarting. On the one hand, joyful
players in our model include the expected joy of winning in the expected
payo¤ of a restarted contest. This raises their bids for a restart of a contest.
On the other hand, joyful players prefer playing against those types who
only care about the monetary value of the prize. We show that more of
the joyful types than of the types without a joy of winning end up in the
restarted contest. Sorting along the joy of winning leads to an increase
in average e¤ort, which is bene…cial for a contest designer who wants to
maximize average e¤ort.
We also show that adding a potential frustration of losing as a nonmonetary component to the utility function cannot explain the increase in
e¤ort in the restarted contest. E¤ort by players with a frustration of losing
is higher than e¤ort by players who are motivated by monetary incentives
only. However, the players with a frustration of losing bid less for playing a
contest again and therefore are less likely to end up in the restarted contest,
so that self-selection has the opposite e¤ect to the framework with joyful
players. Moreover, we emphasize that the results rely on the fact that the
joy of winning is a non-monetary component. This component cannot be
eliminated even if the contest in which the player won is not selected for
payment.
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Chapter 2
Endogenous group formation
in experimental contests
This chapter is joint work with Kai Konrad and Florian Morath. It is
based on the article Endogenous group formation in experimental contests,
published in European Economic Review, 2015, Volume 74, p. 163-189.
Please see http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.euroecorev.2014.12.001.
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Chapter 3
Balance of power and the
propensity of con‡ict
This chapter is joint work with Kai Konrad and Florian Morath, it is based
on the article Balance of power and the propensity of con‡ict, forthcoming in
Games and Economic Behavior. Please see http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geb.2015.12.013.
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Chapter 4
Who pays to win again? The
joy of winning in contest
experiments
4.1

Introduction

Redistributing resources by …ghting a contest may in addition to allocative
implications also have more subtle consequences for the contest participants:
The winner of the contest may enjoy the pride and happiness of winning
and being …rst, while the loser of the contest may su¤er from his failure
and be frustrated by having exerted e¤ort in vain. This may be true for
a variety of contests between individual decision-makers, be it promotion
contests, sports contests or political contests. For some applications such
as board games, victory even comes without any allocative or monetary
consequences. In these contests, especially if there is a lot of randomness
in individual performance, non-monetary e¤ects such as the so-called joy of
winning seem to be a major motivation for why people strive to be …rst.1
In the experimental economics literature, the joy of winning has been
used to explain overexpenditure in lottery contests, compared to a theoretical benchmark.2 The intuition is that players value the prize higher than its
1

This chapter is based on Herbst (2016b), Max Planck Institute for Tax Law and
Public Finance Working Paper 2016-06.
2
A variety of explanations exist for why people overexpend e¤ort. Sheremeta (2016)
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pure monetary value, in other words, they derive additional utility from the
fact that they have won. If the extent of the additional utility di¤ers across
individuals, the joy of winning can not only explain the overexpenditure,
but also the heterogeneity in contest e¤orts observed. Due to its explanatory power, the existence of a joy of winning is increasingly accepted in the
literature discussing experimental contests (e.g., Brookins and Ryvkin 2014,
Cason et al. 2013, Hart et al. 2015, Herbst et al. 2015, Mago et al. 2013,
Morgan et al. 2016, Price and Sheremeta 2011 and 2015, Rockenbach and
Waligora 2016). The acceptance is also re‡ected by the fact that more and
more theory models on lottery contests include it.3 Nevertheless, there is
little undisputed empirical evidence for such a joy of winning in experimental contests. The lack of strong empirical evidence is the main motivation
for this chapter.
The most prominent test for an inherent joy of winning in experimental
contests has been developed by Sheremeta (2010b): After the main part of
a contest experiment, players can invest e¤ort in another contest, in which
the prize value is set to zero. That is, the players are actually …ghting for
nothing. The e¤ort expended in this zero-prize-contest is then taken as a
measure for the joy of winning. This post-test has been implemented by
a number of recent contest experiments (e.g., Brookins and Ryvkin 2014,
Cason et al. 2013, Herbst et al. 2015, Mago et al. 2013, Price and Sheremeta
2011 and 2015). Yet, some open questions remain: Are some players just
too tired and fatigued at the end of the experiment that they do not pay full
attention to the experimental task? Are their e¤ort choices in a zero-prizecontest therefore merely a repetition of previous e¤ort choices? Thus, the
reliability of this measure is questionable. Moreover, the e¤ort in a zeroprize-contest is a one-sided measure in that it cannot yield any insights on
the frustration of losing. Without further controls, it is also impossible to
disentangle the joy of winning from the joy of playing a lottery.
The contribution of this chapter is twofold. First, we introduce an altests a number of di¤erent reasons for this phenomenon, with the joy of winning being
one of them.
3
See for example Kräkel (2008). More recently, Cotton et al. (2015) and Metzger
(2015) model players with heterogeneous values of winning a prize, referring to the joy
of winning. Gauriot and Page (2016) also include the utility of winning in their model
to rationalize empirical data from tennis matches.
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ternative experimental way to measure the joy of winning. Second, we also
measure the frustration of losing, which allows us to test for asymmetries between being ahead and behind. We test for both of these non-monetary utility e¤ects in two di¤erent ways, one incentivized and one non-incentivized.
For the incentivized part, two players …rst take part in a Tullock lottery
contest. Once they know their realized payo¤s, they can place a (negative
or positive) bid for playing the contest again. The model framework yields
a prediction for this bid for playing again, against which we can compare
the observed bid. With this comparison, we can test for over- or underbidding as regards playing the contest again. Additionally, we can di¤erentiate
between players that have won or lost prior to the decision on bidding for
a restart. For the non-incentivized part, the players are asked about their
current satisfaction level with respect to their experience in the experiment
right before and right after the contest. This is in line with the usual practice
of using self-reported emotional states which has recently been introduced
into experimental economics and which is a proxy for a player’s utility.4 An
additional contribution is that we dive further into some di¤erent dimensions of the joy of winning and the frustration of losing. More speci…cally,
we test whether the joy of winning and the frustration of losing depend on
the outcome being expected or unexpected and on the outcome seeming to
be narrow or clear.
The results show that compared to the prediction, winners bid too much
for a restart of the contest and losers bid too little, indicating a joy of winning for winners and a frustration of losing for losers. Emotionally, winners
report to be more satis…ed than losers, although the di¤erence can also
be explained by monetary payo¤s. Both measures of the joy of winning,
overbidding and the change in satisfaction, are signi…cantly positively correlated, but they are uncorrelated with the e¤ort players expend in a zeroprize contest (Sheremeta, 2010b). Furthermore, e¤ort levels in the repeated
contest are higher. This alludes to both selection and behavioral e¤ects:
The restarted contests attracts high e¤ort types and induces stronger competition.
4

Lang and Morath (2015) recently used it in their experiment and Perez-Truglia (2015)
provides a validation test of using stated subjective well-being data.
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This chapter is related to di¤erent strands of the literature. First and
foremost, Sheremeta (2010b) developed a direct test for the joy of winning in experimental contests as discussed above. Yet, the joy of winning
has also been under investigation in other contexts. With a psychometric
approach, i.e. analyzing data from extensive questionnaires, Franken and
Brown (1995) analyze how the importance of winning di¤ers between di¤erent individuals. Ding et al. (2005) study how the joy of winning in‡uences
bids in internet auctions. Malhotra (2010) also uses bids in online auctions
to study competitive arousal from a decision-making aspect, which is also
the focus of a paper by Malhotra et al. (2008). Co¤ey and Maloney (2010)
study the "thrill of victory" with data from dog and horse races and Matsumoto and Willingham (2006) study the thrill of victory with photos of
facial expressions from judo competition winners. Unlike these papers, we
are interested in the joy of winning in the experimental laboratory. The
laboratory also provides a controlled environment and the possibility to incentivize individual decisions from which we deduce the joy of winning and
the frustration of losing.
The consequences of winning and of losing are the focus of some other
papers: Bühren and Pleß
ner (2014) show that winners are more likely to pay
for actually getting a physical trophy, Kidd et al. (2013) …nd that winning
increases generosity, especially if winning comes unexpectedly, Kasumovic
and Kuzneko¤ (2015) show that losers of a video game make more negative
and more sexist comments, Buser (forthcoming) shows that following a loss,
players set a higher performance target for themselves, while Johnson and
Salmon (2016) show that low ability subjects get discouraged from not being
promoted if promotion decisions are unrelated to ability. Cowley (2008)
analyzes internal justi…cation decisions of winners and losers to replay a
game, …nding no di¤erence between winners and losers. Wadhwa and Kim
(2015) show that nearly winning a computer game increased participants’
motivation to expend e¤ort on unrelated future tasks. We also look at the
consequences of winning or losing, with a special interest on the player’s
willingness to play the contest once more. This yields a simple measure for
the joy of winning and the frustration of losing at the same time.
One of the …rst papers to study emotions in the laboratory more gen144

erally is by Mellers et al. (1997). They use self-reported emotional states
to point at the emotional aspect of decision making. Brandts et al. (2009)
study the impact of rivalrous situations on subjective well-being in general and more speci…cally on happiness and joy (among other emotions).
They …nd that joy is positively correlated with success in a two-player social dilemma interaction. Adam and a number of coauthors (Adam et al.
2011a, 2011b) have measured emotions using physiological measures and
psychometric scales. Using skin conductance rates, Astor et al. (2013) and
Adam et al. (2015) …nd that depending on the speci…c type of auction, the
joy of winning can be smaller or larger than the frustration of losing. Using
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging techniques, Dohmen et al. (2011b)
show that solving a task that a comparison subject has not solved positively a¤ects reward-related brain areas. Haran and Ritov (2014) …nd that
the self-reported anticipated sadness of losing more strongly in‡uences bids
in a …rst-price sealed-bid auction than the self-reported anticipated happiness of winning does. Bosman et al. (2014) also use self-reported emotions
and …nd that winners of a random lottery experience more positive emotions and positive surprise than losers, with positive consequences on option
price estimates. While it is informative to analyze the joy of winning under
all kinds of rivalrous conditions, auction and contest types, we choose the
Tullock lottery contest as our focus of interest, also following the literature
that begins with Sheremeta (2010b).
In the next Section we introduce the model framework, line out the
experimental design and explain our hypotheses. We analyze and discuss
the empirical data in Section 4.3 and provide concluding remarks in Section
4.4.

4.2
4.2.1

Framework
Theory background

There are two players A and B that …ght for a prize of monetary value V
in a Tullock lottery contest. In a …rst stage, both players simultaneously
choose e¤ort xi , i = A; B, which in‡uences their winning probability. The
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unit cost of e¤ort is assumed to be constant and equal to one. Player i’s
probability of winning the prize is equal to

pi (xA ; xB ) =

xi
, i = A; B
xA + xB

if xA + xB > 0 and equal to 1=2 otherwise. Player i’s expected payo¤ is
E

i

(xi ) = pi (xA ; xB )V

xi ; i = A; B;

that is, i’s expected payo¤ is equal to his probability of winning multiplied
by the prize, minus the e¤ort cost.
Player i maximizes his expected payo¤ E i and invests xi = V4 in equilibrium. This yields an equilibrium expected payo¤ of E i = V4 . By construction, there will be a winner and a loser in this contest. Realized ex post
payo¤s are W = V xW for the winner and L = xL for the loser, where
xW and xL describe the e¤ort exerted by the winner and loser, respectively.
Once the realized payo¤s are known, players can bid bi 2 [ V; V ], i =
A; B, for a restart of the contest in a second stage. If the sum of these bids,
bA + bB , is positive, the game is restarted. A restart means that the payo¤
from the former contest is cancelled and instead the payo¤ from the new
contest will be relevant for payment. Otherwise, if bA + bB 6 0, the payo¤
from the former contest is relevant for payment and the players do not enter
into the second contest. In our setup, inspired by the Vickrey Clarke Groves
mechanism, only the pivotal player actually pays a bid to the laboratory
and the absolute value of this bid is determined by the second-highest bid.
The …nal payment
that players earn in the contest stage will thus be
either the payo¤ from the new contest minus a positive bid for a restart
(i.e. plus the negative bid of the other non-pivotal player) if the player was
pivotal in the decision for a restart (case 1 below). It can be the payo¤ from
the new contest (case 2 below) or the payo¤ from the old contest (case 3
below). Finally, it will be the payo¤ from the old contest minus a negative
bid for a restart (i.e. plus the positive bid of the other non-pivotal player)
if the player was pivotal in the decision against a restart (case 4 below).
Formally, …nal earnings i will be
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Given this setup, the players who value a restart positively (losers) have
no incentive to understate their willingness to pay, but may have an incentive to overstate their willingness to pay.5 The players who value a restart
negatively value (winners), on the other hand, might have an incentive to
understate their willingness to pay, but never have an incentive to overstate
their willingness to pay.6
Here, we concentrate on the equilibrium in weakly dominant strategies
in which both players state their true willingness to pay. Thus, both players
bid their true value of a restart, i.e.
bi = E

i;new

5

i;old :

(4.1)

As an illustration take a loser who has invested xL = 150 in the …rst contest (corresponding to a payo¤ of L = 150), which he takes into account when deciding on
his bid, and expects E new = 125. His true value for a restart is thus bi = 275. If he
expects the other player to say b i = 275, then stating ^bi = 276 instead of bi = 275
increases his expected earnings from 150 (payo¤ from the old contest) to 0 (payo¤ from
the new contest minus bid minus payo¤ from old contest, 125 275 + 150 = 0). That
is, losers may have an incentive to overstate. Stating ^bi = 274 does not change expected
earnings if the player expects the other player to say b i = 275. If he expects the
other player to say b i = 274, then stating ^bi = 274 decreases expected earnings from
1 (125 274 + 150) to 150. Stating ^bi = 276 does not change expected earnings if the
player expects the other player to say b i = 274.
6
As an illustration take a winner who has invested xW = 150 in the …rst contest
(corresponding to a payo¤ of W = 350), which he takes into account when deciding on
his bid, and expects E new = 125. His true value for a restart is thus bi = 225. If he
expects the other player to say b i = 225, then stating ^bi = 226 instead of bi = 225
increases expected earnings from 350 (payo¤ from the old contest) to 575 (payo¤ from
the old contest minus bid, 350 ( 225) = 575). That is, winners may have an incentive
to understate. Stating ^bi = 224 decreases expected earnings from 350 to 225 (payo¤
from the new contest minus payo¤ from the old contest, 125 350 = 225).
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that is, players bid the expected payo¤ from the restarted contest, E i;new ,
minus the payo¤ from the old contest that will be cancelled if the second
contest is played, i;old . Therefore, in equilibrium we have bW = V2 for the
winner and bL = V2 for the loser. Hence, the sum of both bids is zero in this
sharp equilibrium prediction and the contest is never restarted.

4.2.2

Experimental procedures

The experiment was programmed using z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007) and run
at the econlab laboratory in Munich, Germany. Subjects were recruited
from the student body of Munich universities using ORSEE (Greiner 2004).
We admitted 8 subjects to each session (104 participants in total), giving
us 26 independent observations (4 subjects per matchinggroup). Subjects
were on average 26 years old, a quarter of them studied an economics-related
subject and 53% were male.
At the beginning of each session, written instructions were distributed
and read out loud (see Appendix 4.B for a translation of the instructions).
To make sure that subjects understood the experiment, they had to complete a quiz. This quiz included multiple-choice questions on the tasks
described in the instructions and the payo¤ consequences of di¤erent decisions. When the experiment started, subjects had to count the number of
zeros in …ve rows of 15-digit number strings composed of "0"s and "1"s.7
Upon successful completion of a series of these (which was guaranteed by
immediate feedback and the chance to correct a mistake in case it occurred),
subjects received 750 tokens (which corresponded to 15 euros) for this task.
These tokens served as their endowment for the subsequent parts of the
experiment. This real e¤ort task was implemented to avoid a house money
e¤ect.
In order for subjects to get familiarized with the contest environment,
there were four rounds of the contest against a computer-animated player.
The rules of this …rst stage of the contest were as described above with
the prize value being equal to V = 500 tokens. The subjects’ maximum
e¤ort choices were restricted to xmax = V2 , which is twice the equilibrium
7

A similar task of counting zeros has been used by Kleine et al. (2016), and we are
grateful for access to their experimental program.
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prediction and thus su¢ ciently far from a binding restriction.8 Both players
chose their e¤ort as a non-negative integer. The computer’s e¤ort choices
and their order were pre-selected by the experimenter and replicated typical
e¤ort choices of human contestants in an experimental two-player Tullock
lottery contest, i.e. there was some over-spending (on average 25% higher
than the equilibrium prediction) and a tendency towards focal numbers
(going for multiples of 25). The resulting win probabilities were illustrated
in a circular area on the screen, with a pointer running clockwise determining the winner (compare the screenshot in Appendix 4.A.1). Once the
arrow had stopped, the subjects learned their payo¤ from this contest. The
rounds against the computer provided ample learning opportunities for the
subjects, with more than 90% of subjects experiencing both victory and
loss in these rounds, although these rounds were not paid out and therefore
involved no monetary consequences. Note that if the joy of winning is a
phenomenon that disappears with learning, these four …rst rounds make it
more di¢ cult for us to …nd an e¤ect.
Before the subjects entered into the contest against a human contestant,
they had to answer "how happy or satis…ed they are at the moment" (that is
the translation of the exact wording in the experiment), on a scale from 0 to
10. For the contest, the subjects were randomly and anonymously matched
in groups of two, with everything else equal to the contest rounds against
the computer. Once subjects learned the outcome of the contest and the
round was …nished, the next screen reminded players of their contest payo¤
and of the fact whether they had won or lost. They were then again asked
about their current satisfaction.9 By comparing this answer to the selfreported level of satisfaction before the contest, we have a direct measure
for the e¤ect of winning or losing.
Afterwards, a new part started whose details were only announced to the
subjects after they …nished the …rst contest against a human contestant. In
this part, the subjects could place a (positive or negative) bid for eliminating
8

Admittedly, in the experiment about 15% of the observed e¤ort choices are at this
limit. However, restricting e¤ort choices was necessary to avoid possible overall losses by
subjects in the experiment.
9
The screen said: "You have just (not) won the 500 tokens. Your payo¤ is xxx tokens.
How happy or satis…ed are you at the moment?"
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the result from the …rst contest and playing another contest round. Apart
from the new matching, the setup of the restarted contest was exactly as
the former contest, also including the question on current satisfaction after
learning the outcome of the restarted contest. We did not want the subjects
to base their bidding decision on social preferences towards their speci…c coplayer in the former contest, therefore, two players were again matched at
random. Yet, we made sure to match a winner with a loser, although this
feature was unknown to the subjects. A bid for a restart had to be a positive
or negative integer between V and V . If the sum of both players’bids was
positive, a new contest was played. Otherwise, if the sum of both players’
bids was non-positive, the players moved directly on to the post-tests. In
any case, only the pivotal player needed to pay a bid (i.e. he was to receive
money if he placed a negative bid and was pivotal) and this was explained
to the subjects in great detail and with a number of examples.10
Subsequently, the subjects underwent a number of incentivized tests.
First, we elicited their preferences for playing a lottery (which was similar
to the contest, but subjects had to decide whether to invest a …xed amount
of tokens at a given win probability), then their distributional preferences
(subjects had to repeatedly make two-person allocation decisions, following
Bartling et al. 2009 and Balafoutas et al. 2012), e¤ort in Sheremeta’s
(2010b) zero-prize contest (which is widely used as a measure for the joy of
winning) and their ambiguity aversion. Moreover, in the questionnaire the
subjects were asked about their risk aversion (see Dohmen et al. 2011a),
optimism, pessimism, loss aversion, experience in board games and other
competitions and a number of socioeconomic characteristics.
At the end of the experiment the subjects were paid separately and in
private. The conversion rate was 50 tokens = 1 euro. Each participant
received a show-up fee of 6 euros, the earnings (possibly negative) of the
…rst or second contest against another human player (including bidding)
and the payo¤ (also possibly negative) from one randomly selected postexperimental task. On average, subjects earned 25 euros (excluding the
show-up fee), and a session took about one hour.
10

See the survey by Chen and Ledyard (2008) on how well di¤erent mechanisms to
elicit the willingness to pay perform in the laboratory and Fukuda et al. (2013) for a
more recent experiment using the Vickrey Clarke Groves mechanism.
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4.2.3

Hypotheses

In equilibrium the expected contest payo¤ is E i = V4 . Rearranging the
value of a restart (4.1), we get E i;new = bi + i;old , i.e. the expected payo¤
from a new contest should be equal to the bid for playing this contest plus
the payo¤ from the old contest, where the latter two can both be observed in
the experiment. Taking the two expressions for the expected payo¤ together,
we have bi + i;old V4 = 0. If players value playing the contest a second
time higher than its monetary value, this expression will not be equal to
zero, in other words E i;new 6= E i , but E i;new = E i + i . Hence, the
di¤erence i (our measure of interest) is given by
i

= bi +

i;old

V
:
4

(4.2)

Even if the players expect to enjoy a joy of winning with some probability
in the restarted contest, there should be no di¤erence between winners and
losers. However, if the joy of winning (and equivalently, the frustration
of losing) persist for whatever reason even after the monetary payo¤ from
this contest is eliminated, then only winners include a joy of winning in
their expected payo¤ of a future contest and losers include a frustration
of losing in their expected payo¤ of a future contest.11 According to this
interpretation, we expect that the term i is positive for winners of the …rst
contest and that i is negative for losers of the …rst contest. Independent
of winning or losing, a possible (persistent) joy of playing the lottery would
increase i . Hence, the number i that we …nd is an upper bound for the
joy of winning and a lower bound for the frustration of losing. However,
such a joy of playing the lottery cannot explain a di¤erence in the measure
i between winners and losers.
Note that overbidding for playing again should not be confused with
overexpenditure in the contest. Taking overexpenditure into account, the
expected payo¤ from the restarted contest as well as the payo¤ from the
old contest will be lower.12 The latter is accounted for individually as this
11

A similar prediction arises if there are biases in evaluating probabilities and winners
scale up their probability of winning and losers scale down their probability of winning.
12
This also has consequences for the sum of both players’ bids. The sum of bids is
expected to be positive if there is overexpenditure in the …rst contest only and negative
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payo¤ is observed. The former cannot be observed directly, but it would
work against a joy of winning, with a lower expected payo¤ from a restarted
contest decreasing rather than increasing the bids for replay.
Let us now turn our attention to the non-incentivized measure. We
expect to see an increase in satisfaction after winning the contest and a
decrease in satisfaction after losing the contest. These measures can also be
used to test whether the magnitude of the e¤ect on satisfaction is larger for
winners or for losers.
Alongside the basic hypotheses on overbidding and increased satisfaction and the general measurement of the joy of winning, a special feature of
the design allows us to test another hypothesis. Winning probabilities were
illustrated by means of a fortune wheel with an arrow spinning clockwise
on the screen. Hence, we have (visually) bare winners and losers versus
sure winners and losers, depending on whether the arrow stopped close to
the frontier between both players’ winning regions or far away (compare
the screenshots in Appendix 4.A.1). We expect that the joy of winning
and the frustration of losing are intensi…ed if the victory or the loss seemed
to be a tight one. This would be in line with results from Bossuyt et al.
(2014) from a slot-machine experiment. They …nd that proximity of a loss
increases a player’s tendency to repair the outcome by betting again, but
it has no in‡uence on the degree of frustration.13 They could not manipulate the proximity of a win in their study nor was the outcome in‡uenced
by the participants themselves. However, they also show that unexpected
losses lead to intensi…ed feelings of disappointment and frustration and that
unexpectedness also increases a player’s tendency to bet money to play the
machine again. We also study whether the joy of winning is higher the lower
the actual win probability of this player. Although the theory predicts no
di¤erence in these, Mellers et al. (1997), Bossuyt et al. (2014) and Kidd et
al. (2013) show that surprise enhances emotional reactions.
if overexpenditure is expected in the restarted contest only. The sum of bids will again
equal zero if overexpenditure is of the same extent in both contests and symmetric for
both players.
13
Dillon and Tinsley (2008) show that participants in their study evaluate near-misses
similar to successes. If this also holds in our experiment, then close losses would be
evaluated more similar to victories and hence the frustration of losing would be smaller.
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Winner
Bid bi
Bid di¤erence

i

Change in satisfaction

Loser

p-value
0.002

-50.6

55.7

(14.9)

(11.0)

145.6

-190.1

(17.4)

(12.4)

1.25

-1.13

(0.17)

(0.38)

si

0.002
0.003

Table 4.1: Bids, bid di¤erences and change in satisfaction.
Note: Separately for winners and losers. Standard errors in parentheses, grouped
at the matching group level. P-values for testing whether di¤erences between
winners and losers are zero.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Non-parametric analysis

We begin the analysis by comparing the bids that winners and losers place
for playing the contest a second time. Irrespective of the expected payo¤
from the new contest, winners give up a gain whilst losers forego a loss
when the payo¤ from the old contest is eliminated. Thus, if the players
in the experiment have a correct understanding of their incentives, bids
by winners should be lower than bids by losers. Table 4.1 shows that on
average winners bid bW = 50:6 and losers bid bL = 55:7. (For comparison
purposes, average expected bids are EbW = 196:2 and EbL = 245:8.) As
predicted, there is a signi…cant di¤erence between the two groups (p-value
< 0:01, Mann Whitney U test at the matchinggroup level). The histogram
of the bids (in Appendix 4.A.2) shows that bids of winners are left-skewed
and those of losers right-skewed. It also illustrates that more than 35 %
of the bids fall in the narrow range from -10 to 10. Despite the fact that
the sum of bids does not signi…cantly di¤er from zero, 46 % of the subjects
moved on to a restart of the contest.
The focus of this chapter is to measure both, the joy of winning by the
extent that winners overbid, and the frustration of losing by the extent that
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losers underbid. Therefore, we will now compare the observed bids with
the theoretical prediction, taking into account individual payo¤s from the
…rst contest. Does the measure i = bi + i;old V4 , which measures the
di¤erence of the observed bids to the expected value of a restart of the
contest, di¤er between winners and losers? Table 4.1 presents evidence on
a clear and signi…cant di¤erence between the joy of winning W = 145:6
and the frustration of losing L = 190:1 (p-value < 0:01, tested at the
matchinggroup level). Winners’ bids are less negative than the predicted
negative bids and losers bid a lower positive value than the predicted positive bids. The di¤erences are in line with our hypothesis that winning is
valued more highly than the prize itself and that losing comes with some
depression. The di¤erences cannot be explained by strategic incentives of
the bidding mechanism, as winners may have an incentive to underbid, but
not to overbid, and losers may have an incentive to overbid, but not to
underbid, as explained above. Comparing the magnitude of both e¤ects we
…nd that the frustration of losing is larger than the joy of winning (p-value
= 0:09) in line with …ndings from experiments on loss aversion according to
which a loss is more painful than an equivalent gain is pleasurable and the
general insight that bad is stronger than good (Baumeister et al. 2001).14
Result 4.1 After winning a contest, players bid more than the expected
value of a restart for playing the contest again. After losing a contest,
players bid less than the expected value of a restart for playing the contest
again.
The scatterplot (in Appendix 4.A.3) depicts the dispersion of bids across
the bid-e¤ort-space. We …nd a clear dichotomy between winners and losers.
There is only a very low number of subjects who underbid upon winning
and overbid upon losing (5 subjects in total). The incentivized measure
suggests that the joy of winning as well as the frustration of losing exist
and that they vary across subjects and across e¤ort levels.15
14

Note that the di¤erence cannot be explained by a joy of playing the lottery because
such a joy increases both numbers.
15
One way to understand the heterogeneity is to look at correlation coe¢ cients between
bid di¤erences and individual-speci…c characteristics. Most of the characteristics we
observe are not robustly correlated with the joy of winning measure. However, we …nd
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Now let us consider the satisfaction measure for the joy of winning. As
a …rst plausibility check of the data, we compare the satisfaction of winners
and losers after the …rst real contest. We …nd that on a scale from 0 to 10,
winners on average report a level of sW = 7:85 and losers on average report
a level of sL = 5:23, which is signi…cantly lower (p-value < 0:01, tested
at the matchinggroup level). In principle, being inclined to be a winner
and being in a generally happier mood could be systematically correlated.
Thus, a cleaner test for the e¤ect of winning or losing on satisfaction can
be obtained by looking at the change in satisfaction that is induced by the
contest. Table 4.1 shows that the a¤ective reaction, i.e. the change in
satisfaction si , is positive for winners and negative for losers, reinforcing
the result on the incentivized measure for the joy of winning. The magnitude
of the di¤erence in satisfaction is basically the same for winners and losers
(p-value = 0:94).
Result 4.2 The self-reported satisfaction of players who won a contest signi…cantly increases, whereas the self-reported satisfaction of players who lost
a contest signi…cantly decreases.
Remember that we also asked the subjects who replayed the contest
for their current satisfaction after playing the second contest. Here, the
reactions to winning or losing are even more pronounced with the change
induced by winning the second contest being equal to s2;W = 1:41 and the
change induced by losing the second contest being equal to s2;L = 2:85.
Table 4.2 includes an analysis on a more detailed level, separating these
e¤ects according to whether the player had been a winner or a loser in the
former contest, i.e. whether the player’s eliminated payo¤ was positive or
negative. As before, the change in satisfaction is more positive if players
end up being a winner in the new contest (for both rows, p-value = 0:07
for testing column di¤erences). The a¤ective reaction depends very much
on the outcome of the former contest of which the payo¤ is eliminated:
Independent of being a winner or a loser now, the change in satisfaction is
more positive if the player had been a loser in the former contest (for both
columns, p-value = 0:07 for testing row di¤erences).
that envious subjects (deduced from two-person allocation decisions) have a signi…cantly
higher joy of winning or frustration of losing.
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Restarted contest outcome:
Change in satisfaction

s2i

Winner in former contest
Loser in former contest

Winner

Loser

0.42

-5.11

(0.40)

(1.15)

3.61

-0.61

(1.13)

(0.53)

Table 4.2: Average change in satisfaction induced by the restarted contest.
Note: Separated for winners and losers of the …rst and second contest. Standard
errors in parentheses, grouped at the matching group level.

Comparing all four cases, we observe an intuitive ordering. Playing the
second contest yields the largest increase in happiness for players who have
lost before and win now ( s2;LW = 3:61), the reaction for players who win
twice ( s2;W W = 0:42) is somewhat smaller, the reaction for players who
lose twice is negative and small ( s2;LL = 0:61, which is not signi…cantly
di¤erent from the e¤ect of winning two times in a row) and the happiness
of players who have won before and lose now strongly decreases ( s2;W L =
5:11, which is more than half the available scale).
In line with our prediction, the satisfaction of winners increases and the
satisfaction of losers decreases. Now let us check whether the intuition that
the e¤ects are larger if the outcome is a visually tight one holds true. In …gure 4.1 we have separated the observations according to tight victories and
losses on the one hand and sure victories and losses on the other hand. We
classify an outcome as tight if the arrow on the fortune wheel determining
the winner stopped within 18 degrees (i.e. 5% of the complete circle) towards the next border, and as a sure outcome if the arrow stopped further
away from the next border.16 The left panel depicts the bid di¤erences,
16

We get qualitatively the same results if the border is set to 20% (72 degrees) or at
the median of the observations, except for the fact that in the latter case, the satisfaction
increase for winners for which the arrow stopped closer to the border (1.1) is not larger
than the satisfaction increase for winners for which the arrow stopped further away from
the border (1.4).
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Figure 4.1: Bid di¤erence (in panel a) and change in satisfaction (in panel
b) for winners and losers, separated for tight victories (and losses) and sure
victories (and losses).
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. 22 outcomes are classi…ed as tight and 82
as sure.

which are positive for winners and negative for losers. Interestingly, the
absolute value of this measure for the joy of winning and the frustration of
losing is larger for tight outcomes (upper row) than for sure outcomes (lower
row). The right panel depicts the change in satisfaction that is induced by
the contest. Winner’s satisfaction increases, while loser’s satisfaction decreases, and in line with our intuition, the size of both of these e¤ects is
stronger for narrow outcomes than for what seemed to be sure outcomes.
Our prediction that visually tight outcomes lead to stronger reactions is
qualitatively con…rmed for both joy of winning measures (bid di¤erence
and satisfaction), yet we can only …nd statistical support for this statement
for the case of testing bid di¤erences (p-value = 0:08; Mann Whitney U tests
at the individual level on absolute values of bid di¤erences, for winners and
losers jointly).
Result 4.3 If the arrow on the fortune wheel stops in close proximity to the
border between both players’winning regions, di¤erences of observed bids to
predicted bids are signi…cantly higher and changes in satisfaction are higher
than in the case in which the arrow stops far away from such a border.
Similar to the enhanced reaction when the arrow stops near the border
between both winning regions, we expect that over- and underbidding as
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Figure 4.2: Bid di¤erence (in panel a) and change in satisfaction (in panel
b) for winners and losers, separated for unexpected victories (and losses)
and expected victories (and losses).
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. 24 gains are classi…ed as unexpected (with
the rest of 28 gains as expected) and 20 losses are classi…ed as unexpected (with
the rest of 32 as expected).

well as changes in satisfaction are magni…ed when the outcome comes as
a surprise. Therefore, …gure 4.2 analyzes a speci…c subset of players for
which winning (or losing) either comes as a surprise or is taken for granted,
after both players have chosen their e¤orts and the winning probabilities
are revealed. We assume that subjects whose winning probability is smaller
than one third expect to lose and that for these subjects winning comes as a
surprise. On the other hand, subjects with a winning probability larger than
two thirds expect to win and for these subjects losing comes as a surprise.17
The left panel of …gure 4.2 depicts over- and underbidding for playing the
contest again. We …nd that the magnitude of the joy of winning and of the
frustration of losing is larger when winning or losing comes as a surprise,
with the di¤erence for losers being highly statistically signi…cant (p-value
< 0:01, Mann Whitney U test at the individual level). The right panel
shows that unexpected winning or losing also leads to a stronger reaction
in self-reported satisfaction, although the di¤erence is only signi…cant for
losers (p-value = 0:06, tested at the individual level). As expected, the joy
17

We get qualitatively the same results if we are working with more extreme probability
values, but then the number of observations for the unexpected case drops further.
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Correlation coe¢ cient
Bid di¤erence

i

x0i

xi;old

1.000

i

Change in satisfaction

si

si

0.42

1.000

(0.00)

E¤ort in zero prize contest x0i
E¤ort in former contest xi;old

0.05

0.01

1.000

(0.61)

(0.90)

0.06

0.03

0.28

(0.51)

(0.75)

(0.00)

1.000

Table 4.3: Correlation between joy measures and e¤ort.
Note: Spearman correlation coe¢ cients between both joy of winning measures,
e¤ort in a zero prize contest and e¤ort in the old contest. P-values in
parentheses.

of winning is higher the lower the actual win probability of this player.
The di¤erent dimensions of the joy of winning might alternatively be
investigated by a treatment variation with asymmetric players who di¤er in
terms of their marginal costs of e¤ort. Then, the favorite’s win probability
is higher ex ante and we might expect that ceteris paribus the favorite has
a higher frustration from losing than the underdog and the underdog has
a higher joy of winning than the favorite. However, we look at the most
simple case of players with symmetric cost of e¤ort whose role as favorite
or underdog is only determined by their own e¤ort choices.
We have two measures for the joy of winning, the bid di¤erence and
the change in self-reported satisfaction. Table 4.3 shows the Spearman correlation coe¢ cient and the corresponding p-value between both measures.
We see that bid di¤erences are signi…cantly positively correlated with the
change in satisfaction.18 Of course, we are also interested in the relation
between our measure and the measure that has been used by other studies: e¤ort in a zero-prize contest. The third row of table 4.3 shows that
there is practically zero correlation between this measure and either of our
18

However, if concentrating on the subset of winners or losers, we observe both measures to be signi…cantly correlated only in the case of losers.
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200

Effort exerted in the contest

157.6

149.8

139.4

0

50

100

150

168.9

in the old c ontes t

in the old c ontes t of thos e who proc eed

in the new c ontes t

in the old c ontes t of thos e who do not proc eed

Figure 4.3: Average e¤ort choices in the contest.
measures. Yet, as hypothesized in the introduction, the e¤ort in this zeroprize contest is signi…cantly positively correlated with the e¤ort in the …rst
contest against a human contestant (see the fourth row).19 This speaks
for the conjecture that (some) players just type in the same e¤ort in both,
zero-prize contests and valuable-prize contests. Interestingly, our joy of winning measures are uncorrelated with the average e¤ort chosen in the former
contest. Separating the data according to winner status, we …nd that the
frustration of losing increases with e¤ort in the former contest. In the next
paragraph, we want to further investigate these e¤ort choices.
Figure 4.3 shows the average e¤ort of players in the …rst contest against a
human contestant (…rst bar from the left) and in the second contest against
a human contestant if there was a restart (second bar from the left). We
…nd that e¤ort in the restarted contest is signi…cantly higher (p-value <
0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank test at the matchinggroup level).
Result 4.4 Average e¤ort in the restarted contest is signi…cantly higher
than in the original contest.
19

In fact, we obtain a signi…cantly positive correlation between e¤ort in any contest of
value V=500 and e¤ort in a contest of value V=0.
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The increase could be driven by two di¤erent e¤ects:20 Either it is due
to selection which happens if a speci…c subset of people who tend to exert
a lot of e¤ort enters the second contest more often (because they bid more
for replaying the contest). Or the e¤ort increase is a strategic reaction,
because players know that they are …ghting against a speci…c subset of
people (strategic) or because they have consciously chosen to replay the
contest and are now very keen on winning (self-commitment). If the …rst
(selection) e¤ect is true, …rst contest e¤ort by the players who proceed to
play the second contest should be higher than …rst contest e¤ort by the
players who do not proceed to play the second contest. The two bars on the
right side of …gure 4.3 show that e¤ort by players who continue is higher on
average, but the di¤erence between both types of players is only marginally
statistically signi…cant (p-value = 0:11). What about the second (strategic)
e¤ect? Does the e¤ort level of those players who play both contests di¤er
between the …rst and second contest? Concentrating on the second and
third bar in the center of the …gure, we see that e¤ort for this subset of
players is higher in the second contest and we …nd this di¤erence to be
statistically signi…cant (p-value = 0:03).21 Hence, we cannot …rmly reject
neither of the proposed explanations: The higher e¤ort in the second contest
can be explained by both, selection and strategic or commitment e¤ects.

4.3.2

Regression analysis

To further test our predictions we proceed with a multivariate analysis. Table 4.4 presents the results of three sets of regressions.22 In all estimations
we control for whether each player was a winner in the previous contest.
Moreover, we include socioeconomic information from the post-experimental
20

Also see Herbst (2016a) for a more formal argument why we expect to see higher
e¤ort in the second contest.
21
This result is also in line with a …nding by Bradler et al. (2016) according to which
recognition increases subsequent performance by the best performers. In our experiment,
those subjects with the highest joy of winning are the "best performers" in the …rst
contest, and the opportunity to play it again is some kind of recognition to which they
react by increasing their e¤ort levels.
22
Table 4A.1 in Appendix 4.A.4 repeats estimations (1) to (4) using the full sample
as we exclude three outliers in the …rst four estimations of table 4.4. The …t of these
regressions deteriorates, but we still …nd that being a winner has a lot of explanatory
power.
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questionnaire and a number of individual-speci…c control variables generated in post-experimental tests. All regressions include "e¤ort if V=0"
which is the e¤ort exerted in a zero-prize contest, “risk_general,” which
is a self-reported measure for the willingness to take risk on an increasing
scale from 0 to 10 and “risk_lottery,” which measures the number of investments in lotteries with di¤erent win probabilities (on a scale from 0 to
5). We control for e¢ ciency-searching behavior in individual two-person
allocation decisions, for loss aversion, ambiguity aversion, optimism, and
pessimism. As socioeconomic variables we further include age, gender, …eld
of study, semester, number of siblings, and the willingness to compete in
daily life (deduced from their self-reported participation in a) lotteries, in
b) card games and board games, and in c) sports contests or other types of
contests).
The dependent variable in columns (1) and (2) is the bid bi that players
place for a restart. In line with the non-parametric tests we …nd that winners
place a lower bid than losers. In column (2), "e¤ort xi " also controls for
the e¤ort expended in the contest.23 We …nd that keeping the e¤ort level
constant, the in‡uence of being a winner continues to be negative. We
…nd that bids only increase by 0:3 points for every unit of e¤ort exerted,
although they should increase by 1 point (as independent of being a winner
or a loser, the cost of e¤ort in the former contest is completely reimbursed
if a restart takes place).
The dependent variable in columns (3) and (4) is our …rst measure for
the joy of winning. Hence, the left-hand side variable in these estimations is
overbidding i = bi + i;old V4 . We …nd that overbidding is much higher for
winners than for losers, in line with result 4.1. In column (4), controlling for
the e¤ort expended we …nd the mirror image of column (2): As the observed
bids underreact to e¤ort, our overbidding measure is lower the higher e¤ort
is. Moreover, in all four regressions we …nd that bids or bid di¤erences
increase with “risk_lottery”. This measures the number of times a player
invests in lotteries with di¤erent exogenous win probabilities

23

E¤ort is closely related to payo¤, but we cannot keep payo¤ constant when changing
a subject’s status from loser to winner, therefore we decided to include e¤ort.
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(1)

winner

(4)

overbidding

bi

(5)

(6)

change in satisfaction

si

i

91.6

53.8

-164.8**

-71.1

0.55

1.71

(66.25)

(70.76)

(78.18)

(70.76)

(1.62)

(1.60)

-113.7***

-131.1***

325.9***

368.9***

2.33***

2.82***

(15.97)

(16.77)

(18.62)

(16.78)

(0.47)

(0.55)

e¤ort xi

e¤ort if V = 0

(3)

bid for restart

Dep. variable

constant

(2)

0.01

0.29**

-0.71***

-0.01**

(0.12)

(0.12)

(0.003)

-0.03

-0.13

-.0.03

-0.001

0.000

(0.13)

(0.12)

(0.13)

(0.12)

(0.004)

(0.004)

risk_general

-3.94

-5.83

-10.5**

-5.83

0.08

0.14

(5.18)

(4.85)

(4.78)

(4.85)

(0.15)

(0.15)

risk_lottery

27.1***

28.9***

33.5***

28.9***

-0.13

-0.16

(8.09)

(8.42)

(11.38)

(8.42)

(0.32)

(0.33)

Socioeconomics

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Obs
R2

101
0.469

101
0.502

101
0.832

101
0.880

104
0.288

104
0.322

Table 4.4: Estimation results.
Note: Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the individual level. Estimations (1) to (4) exclude three outliers who indicated in the post-experimental
questionnaire that they had severe di¢ culties in understanding the bidding mechanism.
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in the post-test, and thus measures some kind of risk loving together
with being a control for the joy of playing a lottery. None of the other
individual-speci…c characteristics that we obtained from our various posttests and the questionnaire has explanatory power for any of our joy of
winning measures. This also implies that loss aversion - which is one of the
proposed explanations for overexpenditure in contests - cannot explain the
results on bid di¤erences for winners and losers in our framework.
In columns (5) and (6) the dependent variable is our second measure
for the joy of winning, i.e. the change in self-reported satisfaction that is
induced by playing the …rst contest against a human contestant. We …nd
that the change in satisfaction is signi…cantly more positive for winners than
for losers, in line with result 4.2. Standard theory predicts that the ones
with the highest payo¤ (winners) should exhibit the highest satisfaction.
Therefore, as controlling for payo¤ directly would already pick up whether
someone is a winner or a loser, we control for individual e¤ort in column (6).
With every unit of e¤ort expended (controlling for being a winner or loser),
the increase in satisfaction is 0:01 units smaller, i.e. player’s satisfaction also
depends on monetary outcomes. We do not think that monetary payo¤ is
the only explanatory variable for satisfaction di¤erences. Before, we have
seen that the reactions to winning or losing are stronger in the restarted
contest, although the monetary consequences are almost the same. Yet, if
we wanted to change the status of a winner (to a loser) while keeping the
payo¤ constant, we would need to run a further treatment in which losers
earn 500 tokens and winners earn, e.g. 1000 tokens. Using this setup, we
could check whether the satisfaction increase from gaining 500 x tokens
di¤ers between winners and losers.

4.3.3

Discussion

We have presented evidence that winning in an experimental contest has
additional consequences on top of the allocative ones: Winners are more
satis…ed than losers and when asked how much they are willing to pay in
order to play again, they bid more than a theory model without such nonmonetary utility e¤ects would predict. In this section we want to shortly
present other explanations that might exist for our observations.
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The hot hand bias, a phenomenon …rst discussed by Gilovich et al.
(1985),24 suggests that winners believe to win with a higher likelihood when
playing again. Therefore, they would overbid and losers would underbid.
The gambler’s fallacy, according to which random sequences exhibit systematic reversals, suggests that winning players believe to lose the next time.
Therefore, they would underbid and losers overbid. Our data are more in
line with the hot hand bias. Usually, this behavioral bias is applied to stochastic events, whereas in our case the players can in‡uence their winning
probability by choosing their e¤ort levels and randomness is therefore reduced. Yet, as discussed above, we cannot determine whether di¤erences in
the expected payo¤ of a new contest come from di¤erent subjective valuations of the prize or di¤erent subjective probability evaluations.
Another caveat is that bids for a restart by both winners and losers
exhibit some tendency towards zero. Thus, the results we obtain on the
di¤erences in bids (compared to the expected value of a restart) could at
least also partly be explained "by construction". However, our data on the
satisfaction measure for the joy of winning and the frustration of losing
should be una¤ected by any of the above mentioned biases (the hot hand,
gambler’s fallacy, and reversion to zero). Satisfaction di¤erences con…rm our
results for the incentivized measure, but they can be explained by monetary
considerations.
A further line of argument includes relative standing or status considerations, that is, players are better o¤ in terms of utility when they are ahead
of the other player. However, note that winning players in our experiment
would then have no incentive to overbid for playing the contest again, as
there is some probability of giving up the pole position in the next contest.
In even starker contrast stands the behavior of losing players who should
bid a lot for their chance of obtaining the pole position in the next contest
if they are driven by relative standing considerations, but this is not what
we observe.
An interesting treatment variation would be to analyze a proportional
prize contest instead of a winner-takes-all contest. This alternative rule has
24

See also Croson and Sundali (2005) who present evidence for a small bias in this
direction and Rabin and Vayanos (2010) for a modeling approach.
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also received attention in the literature. In such a contest, one pays out
shares of the prize according to players’ win probabilities. By paying out
shares, expected payo¤s stay the same, but realized payo¤s change. In such
an environment, we expect to see less of a joy of a winning or a frustration of
losing if players always receive that part of the prize that they have a claim
on by their winning probability.25 Another treatment variation where we
predict a null-result concerns the …nding on visually tight outcomes. Here,
an interesting placebo test would be to eliminate the arrow on the fortune
wheel. Then, players do not take one outcome as tight and another one as
sure anymore. On the other hand, we would expect all of our results to be
stronger if winning is recognized even further by either giving out a nice
certi…cate or publicly announcing victory.

4.4

Conclusion

Among the established results of human behavior in experimental lottery
contests is the fact that players typically overexert e¤ort and that e¤ort
levels are very heterogeneous across individuals. A common explanation
is that there are heterogeneous perceptions of the prize value because for
some players winning in itself is worth a lot, while others only care about the
monetary value of the prize. With our experiment we aimed at providing
evidence for the existence of such an individual-speci…c joy of winning in
experimental contests. We do so by letting players bid for a restart of the
contest, which eliminates the monetary payo¤s from the former contest. We
think that this chapter should be good news for all experimental economists
and psychologists who work on contests and who claim that the joy of
winning and its counterpart, the frustration of losing, can explain part of
their data.
We …nd that players who have just won a contest bid much more than
the monetary value of a restart for playing the contest again. Furthermore,
players who have just lost a contest bid much less than the monetary value
25

A similar prediction arises if we were to use a combination of an egalitarian sharing
rule with a usual Tullock lottery contest. With this rule (see Nitzan 1991) player’s own
in‡uence on winning is weakened and this might have an e¤ect on the joy of winning and
the frustration of losing.
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of a restart for playing the contest again. We interpret this as evidence for
the joy of winning and the frustration of losing. A second, non-incentivized
measure con…rms our …ndings: Self-reported emotional states on happiness
or satisfaction increase for winners, but decrease for losers.
E¤ort in a zero-prize contest, a value that has been used to measure
the joy of winning in the literature, is not correlated with our incentivized
measure nor with our non-incentivized measure. Thus, this measure should
be interpreted with caution. We have investigated di¤erences in both of our
measures a bit further and …nd that the e¤ects are larger if the outcome
comes unexpected and if it is illustrated as a tight outcome.
On average, e¤ort in the restarted contest is higher than in the original
contest. This is due to selection of high e¤ort types, but also because these
types increase their e¤ort level even further after selecting into the contest
a second time. The higher e¤ort level also has implications for overall
e¢ ciency of the contest. Because of the higher level of e¤ort expended,
players who select into the restarted contest are on average worse o¤ (in
terms of payo¤). They might be happy about winning the contest for the
…rst time, but the happiness does not translate into their pockets.
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4.A
4.A.1

Appendix
Fortune wheel

Figure 4A.1: Screenshots of fortune wheels.
Note: Depicted are two fortune wheels. The red part illustrates the winning
probability of player A and the blue part illustrates the winning probability
of player B. The arrow starts at the top, moves around and stops randomly.
In both illustrations, player B wins. On the left hand side, the outcome
seems to be a sure one as the arrow stops far away from a border, whereas
on the right hand side, the outcome seems to be a tight one as the arrow
stops close to a border.
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4.A.2

Distribution of bids
W inners

20
0

10

Percent

30

40

Los ers

-500

0

500 -500

0

500

Bid for restart

Figure 4A.2: Histogram of the bids for a restart, separated for winners and
losers.
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Distribution of overbidding
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4.A.3
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Figure 4A.3: Bid di¤erences for winners and losers.
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4.A.4

Robustness of regressions

(1)

winner

risk_lottery

i

67.8

62.2

-196.3**

-62.8

(84.77)

(89.15)

(98.66)

(89.15)

-104.8***

-107.1***

337.0***

392.9***

(27.06)

(27.38)

(23.12)

risk_general

(4)

overbidding

bi

e¤ort xi

e¤ort if V = 0

(3)

bid for restart

Dep. variable

constant

(2)

0.12

(27.06)

0.04

-0.96***

(0.18)

(0.18)

-0.12

0.001

.0.12

(0.15)

(0.16)

(0.16)

(0.16)

-5.83

-6.12

-13.0**

-6.12

(6.78)

(6.71)

(7.04)

(6.71)

1.89

2.01

5.01

2.01

(21.00)

(21.53)

(25.60)

(21.53)

Socioeconomics

yes

yes

yes

yes

Obs
R2

104
0.303

104
0.303

104
0.717

104
0.793

Table 4A.1: Estimation results.
Note: Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the individual level.
The table reproduces estimations (1) to (4) of table 4.4 including all
observations.
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4.B

Experimental instructions

This section contains a translation of the instructions handed out at the
beginning of the experiment.
Welcome to this experiment! Please read the following instructions carefully
and entirely. A precise understanding of the instructions can help you to gain
more money.
Occasionally you might need to wait for the progress of the experiment. We
kindly ask you not to eat, read or use your mobile phone during the experiment.
Anything that distracts your attention from the experiment is prohibited. Please
note that you are by no means allowed to communicate with other participants.
If you violate any of these rules, you will be immediately excluded from the
experiment without receiving any payment. If you have any questions please
raise your hand. We will be happy to help you.
The experiment consists of several consecutive parts. Your decisions in one
part do not impact any other part. In each part you can earn tokens with 50
tokens being equal one euro.

Part 1

What is it about?

Your task is to count the digit zero in a numerical

sequence. If your input is incorrect, you can enter your answer again. As soon as
you have entered the correct number of zeros, new numerical sequences will be
generated.

How many rounds are there? This task will be repeated 15 times. Thus,
you have to answer 15 numerical sequences correctly.

What do I earn in part 1?

In this part you earn 750 tokens, independent

of the number of tries you need. Your earnings serve as your endowment for part
2.

Part 2
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What is it about?

After having successfully completed part 1, part 2

will start. In each round of the second part, two participants choose their “investment” simultaneously and independently. The two participants’investments
in‡uence their probability to receive 500 tokens for themselves in part 2. Every
participant can choose any amount between 0 and 250 tokens as investment. The
amount entered has to be paid to the laboratory.
After both participants have chosen

How does one round proceed?

their investment, they will see both investments on the screen. The investments
a¤ect which of the two participants will receive the 500 tokens. One participant’s
probability of success, i.e. the probability that this participant receives the 500
tokens, corresponds to the proportion in his invested tokens on the total amount
of tokens invested by him and the other participant. The following applies:
investment
Success probability= own investment + own
the other participant’s investment .
Therefore, the participant who invests more will not automatically receive
the 500 tokens. The more tokens a participant invests, however, the more likely
he will receive the 500 tokens. Obviously, he then has to pay more tokens to
the laboratory. If in one round both participants decide to invest 0 tokens, the
probability of success for both participants will be 50%.
The probabilities of success will be shown on the screen as a pie chart, which
is divided into two colors. The division arises proportionally out of the two
participants’ invested tokens. A pointer will rotate slowly on the circular area
and randomly stop at one point of the circle. The greater one participant’s
probability of success, the bigger is his area within the circle and the more likely
the pointer will stop in his area. Hence, depending on the area in which the
pointer stops, participant 1 or 2 will receive the 500 tokens.
How many rounds are there?

The procedure described above under

part 2 will be repeated several times. During rounds 1-4, the investment of your
co-player will be generated automatically by the computer. This investment of
the co-player corresponds to the typical behavior of other participants in the
past. The …rst four rounds will not be paid out. They will help you, however,
to gather some experience within the decision-making situation in part 2. After
that you will play against another participant of this experiment. For that, the
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computer will randomly form groups of two. You will not know who your paired
participant is.
What do I earn in part 2?

Only one round will be paid out in part 2.

With your decisions you a¤ect which round will be paid. If you win in the round
that is relevant for your payment, you will gain 500 tokens minus your investment
in tokens. If instead your player wins, you will have to pay your investment and
you will not receive any further payment. That means that you have to pay your
investment regardless of receiving the 500 tokens or not.
Part 3 Information about part 3 will appear on the screen at the appropriate
time. In this part, all of the participants run through the same 11 scenarios, from
which one relevant for payment.
Summary At the end of today’s experiment, your revenues from all parts of
the experiment are added up and converted into euros. In addition, you will
receive a show-up fee of 6 euros. In any case the total amount of euros will be
positive. You will receive your money in cash from the laboratory.
What else should I consider?

Before the experiment starts, questions

about the process of the experiment are going to appear on the screen. These
questions clarify the rules of the experiment by means of examples. Furthermore,
we will ask you for some more information during the experiment as well as
afterwards; of course all your information is used anonymously. If there is a
health-related or technical emergency during the experiment, please press the F1
button.
Thank you for coming. Good luck for the experiment!
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Chapter 5
On the self-selection of happy
winners
5.1

Introduction

Situations that can be modelled as a contest are ubiquitous in the real
world. The contest framework can be used to describe settings as diverse as
military battles, sports competitions, innovation races in research and development, or promotions in the workplace. The analysis of lottery contests
in the laboratory and of human decision behavior in these situations has
shown that contest participants typically exert too much e¤ort as opposed
to the Nash equilibrium. One of the explanations for this phenomenon is
the joy of winning: Players overbid because the winner does not only receive
the monetary value of the prize, but also some non-monetary component
stemming from the fact that he leaves the battle…eld as the winner. In
the economics literature, the existence of a joy of winning is increasingly
accepted.1 Studying the joy of winning is also interesting because it could
be a possible rationalization of irrational behavior such as gambling addictions. In this chapter, we introduce the joy of winning into a contest
model and analyze its implications for selection and e¤ort. The research
questions we address are the following: If a contest designer is interested
1

It has also entered other sciences, e.g. according to a recent study in media studies
by Albarán-Torres (2016), the joy of winning is one of the bene…ts that keeps users of
mobile gaming apps playing.
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in maximizing the average e¤ort in the contest, should he allow the players
to choose between terminating or restarting the contest? What does the
joy of winning imply for the self-selection of players into the restarted contest? Furthermore, what is the e¤ect of the choice to opt for a restart on
aggregate e¤ort?
The contest designer typically faces few restrictions when deciding on
the rules of the game. Sometimes, the designer even changes the rules
unexpectedly after the start of the contest. For example, he can decide to
increase the prize money in the course of the contest, in order to increase
the e¤ort exerted by the contestants, as happened with the strong tether
challenge (a component for a space elevator). However, this inducement
prize contest was closed in 2011 without declaring a winner.2 Similarly,
the organizers of the Qualcomm Tricorder XPRIZE (aiming at developing
a new instrument for health diagnosis) decided to extend the contest only
after picking the …nalists, adding a new consumer testing phase. This gives
…nalists time to re…ne their instruments, but also means that they have
to compete against the other participating teams once more.3 Whereas
the Qualcomm Tricorder XPRIZE does not allow for new entrants at the
current requalifying round, in the longitude prize (whose aim is to develop a
quick, simple, exact and cheap test for bacterial infection), contestants can
(re-)enter at any time until the committee (the contest designer) agrees that
one team has fully met the requirements and is awarded the prize. Thus,
the possibility to re-enter a contest is not uncommon.
Restarts of a contest also occur in sports tournaments. There are a
couple of examples of revenge matches between boxers or wrestlers or of
rematches between chess players.4 For these, the contestants themselves
mostly decide about going for a restart or not. Therefore, they might already
have the possibility of a restart in mind when deciding on their e¤ort in
the …rst match. At other times, contestants do not expect a restart when
they …ght the original contest. A famous example in football history is
2

See http://www.spaceward.org/games-st and https://herox.com/news/150-thenasa-centennial-challenge-program.
3
See http://tricorder.xprize.org/about/schedule.
4
Indeed, there is a lively discussion on the advantages and disadvantages and the right
way of o¤ering or declining rematches on the forum of www.chess.com.
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from November 1904 when Everton travelled to play against Arsenal. With
Everton leading 3-1 in the 75th minute, heavy fog forced play to stop. A
full replay was scheduled, and in April 1905 Everton lost the match 21. Also today, weather phenomena such as heavy rain can lead to the
abandonment of a match and uncertainty about whether there is a restart.
Sometimes, an abandoned game is not replayed at all (as in the case of
Brisbane vs. Wellington in March 2015)5 , other times, the full game is
replayed (as in the case of Nice vs. Nantes in October 2015)6 . It is up
to the league o¢ cials (who design the contest) to decide on whether there
is a replay in such a situation. There are also rare occurrences which are
more unexpected than rain. For example, a deep hole on the pitch made
it impossible to …nish a rugby match between Bristol and Aberavon in the
British & Irish Cup in October 2013.7 Mistakes by the referee or attacks
against the referee also have made it necessary to replay full matches or part
of the matches.8 A peculiar case was the match of Osnabrueck vs. Leipzig in
August 2015 in the German football cup. The match was abandoned when
an Osnabrueck fan threw a lighter at the referee in the second half with
Osnabrueck (the underdog) leading 1-0. Although Leipzig o¤ered to have
a replay and published an o¢ cial statement, thereby expending e¤ort to
bias the decision in favour of a restart, the football court decided to declare
Leipzig the winner in this game without a replay.9
This type of discretion by the contest designer in deciding about the
setup of the contest was also made use of in the laboratory experiment of
chapter 4 in which we measure the individual-speci…c joy of winning and
frustration of losing. In the experiment, subjects play a contest once, learn
the outcome, and afterwards are told that they can place a bid to play
5

See
http://www.theroar.com.au/2015/03/23/roar-fury-shows-¤a-need-to-look-atabandoned-match-policy.
6
See http://www.ligue1.com/ligue1/article/nice-versus-nantes-rained-o¤.htm#.
7
See http://www.bbc.com/sport/rugby-union/24673049.
8
This happened to Uzbekistan vs.
Bahrain in 2005, and to the
female U19 competition between England and Norway in 2015,
see
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2015/apr/09/england-women-u19-replaynorway-referee-penalty-howler.
9
See
http://www.zdfsport.de/kein-wiederholungsspiel-das-sportgerichtdes-deutschen-fussball-bundes-hat-die-abgebrochene-erstrundenpartie-im-dfbpokal-zwischen-dem-v‡-osnabrueck-und-rb-leipzig-mit-20-fuer-leipzig-gewertet.39709014.html.
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the contest again or they will receive the payo¤ from the …rst contest. If
the contest is restarted, the payo¤ from the …rst contest is not paid out,
but instead the payo¤ is determined by the decisions concerning the second
contest. The larger the bid that players place, the more likely they are to
replay the contest. In the experiment we …nd that e¤ort levels are higher
in the second, restarted contest.
A possible behavioral explanation for the increase in e¤ort could be
the following: The players have consciously chosen to replay the contest
and are now very keen on winning. This type of self-commitment leads
them to increase their e¤ort level. Having said that, there could also be
another explanation that does not rely on behavioral reasoning and just
makes use of the di¤erent subjective prize values due to di¤erences in the
joy of winning: Selection into the contest along the joy of winning. The
intuition is that players with a high joy of winning select themselves into
the restarted contest and those who care less about winning are less likely
to end up in the restarted contest. Selection entails a number of e¤ects: If
the players with a high joy of winning also expend more e¤ort, selection of
these players into the contest leads to an increase in e¤ort. Moreover, as
the composition in the restarted contest is also more homogeneous (because
when the distribution of players moves away from an equal distribution,
there are always going to be more pairs with homogeneous contestants),
there is a further positive e¤ect on expected e¤ort. However, there is also a
confounding e¤ect: Joyful players exert more e¤ort and are therefore more
likely to win the …rst contest. Hence, they might on average be less willing
to go for a second round than the players without a joy of winning who are
more likely to lose in the …rst contest and might therefore be more willing
to go for a second round. This paper analyzes the countervailing e¤ects
and checks whether the e¤ort increase observed in the experiment can be
explained by selection.
Our analysis shows that a contest designer can bene…t from allowing for
a restart of the contest. In a model with two types, one type who cares
only about the monetary value of the prize and the other type who might
experience the joy of winning, e¤ort levels are higher for joyful players.
Joyful players care about winning in every separate contest, not just in the
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…nal payo¤-relevant one. Moreover, we assume that there is asymmetric
awareness between contestants and the contest designer about the stages.
Despite the fact that the contestants might know that the unlikely event of
a restart might occur, I make the simplifying assumption that contestants
are somewhat naive and ignore this possibility when deciding on their …rst
period e¤ort. Besides enhancing the tractability of my model, I believe this
simpli…cation is not unrealistic in light of the above applications.
In our model, joyful players include the expected joy of winning in the
expected payo¤ of a restarted contest. Despite the fact that joyful players
prefer the contest population to be biased towards normal types, their bids
for a restart of the contest are higher than the bids by players who care
only about the monetary value of the prize. Therefore, more of the joyful
types than of the types without a joy of winning end up in the restarted
contest. We show that sorting along the joy of winning leads to an increase
in average e¤ort, which is bene…cial for a contest designer who wants to
maximize average e¤ort. We also discuss the ‡ip side of the coin: alternative
setups in which players su¤er from the frustration of losing, or in which both
non-monetary components exist.
This paper is related to the growing literature on the joy of winning. How
the joy of winning in‡uences experimental results and how it is incorporated
into theoretical models is shortly surveyed in the introductory section of
chapter 4. The focus of the current chapter is on the di¤erence between
e¤ort levels in an original and a restarted contest. Therefore, it is broadly
related to some recent contest experiments that analyze e¤ort decisions in
repeated contests. Descamps et al. (2016) study real e¤ort in dynamic
lottery contests in the laboratory. They …nd no strategic momentum e¤ect
(according to which victory generates additional momentum for leaders and
defeated opponents are discouraged). Rather, players in their experiment
increase their e¤ort after losing. Likewise, in an all-pay auction framework,
Hart et al. (2015) …nd that after winning the contest, players in their
experiment tend to invest less in the following round.10 Johnson and Salmon
10

Ernst and Thöni (2013) and Klose and Sheremeta (2012) also study all-pay auctions.
They use the framework of prospect theory according to which participants enjoy gaining
some amount of money more than losing the same amount of money. This helps them
explain bimodal bidding behavior in their experimental auctions.
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(2016) focus on how losers of promotion tournaments react to the outcome of
the contest. They …nd that it depends on the speci…c promotion mechanism
and on a player’s ability whether e¤ort on a later task increases or decreases.
In all of these papers, there is no self-selection of players into the repeated
contest.

In our model, the self-selection of players drives the increase. Therefore,
the paper also touches upon the issue of entry into contests. Entry has
been studied in a number of papers (e.g., Cason et al. 2010, Morgan et al.
2012 and Morgan et al. 2016). However, in these papers the outside option
is typically a piece rate payment or another contest, whereas we consider
the choice between staying with the …rst contest outcome or repeating the
contest. Concerning entry decisions, Cason et al. (2010) show that in a
real e¤ort experiment, a proportional prize contest elicits more entry than
a winner-take-all contest (which we study in this paper). Moreover, they
show that weaker subjects tend to shy away from the winner-take-all contest. Morgan et al. (2012) also study entry into contest experiments, with
six players staying in …xed groups for 50 periods. Their analysis predicts
that self-selection of a similar type would lead to more homogenous e¤ort
spending. Yet, they …nd no trend in the dispersion of e¤orts over time, i.e.
they …nd no evidence for more homogenous e¤ort spending. Morgan et al.
(2016) use the same matching procedure (six players, …xed in groups for 50
periods) to study entry into proportional-prize and winner-take-all contests,
changing also the (risk of the) outside option. They …nd excess entry and
excess bidding in all treatments. The authors introduce loss aversion and
the joy of winning into their model to explain their results. We build solely
on the joy of winning to explain entry decisions into the restarted contest
as well as increased e¤ort in the restarted contest.

In the next Section we introduce the model framework. We analyze the
model in Section 5.3, discuss the driving forces of the results in Section 5.4
and provide concluding remarks in Section 5.5.
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5.2
5.2.1

Theoretical framework
Model

The contest designer has the choice between a single one-shot Tullock lottery
contest or an extended game with a surprise stage after the end of the …rst
contest. If the designer decides to allow for a restart, the model consists of
two consecutive games. When the players make their decisions in the …rst
game, they are unaware of the existence of the second game. Nevertheless,
both games are connected via the payo¤ function. Therefore, we will talk
about a three stage game below. The …rst stage comprises game one and the
second game encompasses stages two and three. The structure of the model
follows the experimental set-up of Herbst (2016b) in which the subjects also
only learn about the subsequent stages after completing the …rst game.
Stage 1: Contest
There is a continuum of individuals with mass 1. Out of these, two players
A and B …ght for a prize of monetary value V in a Tullock lottery contest.
There are two types of individuals, T = fN; F g, i.e. we have a binary
distribution of types. The probability of N-types in the population is 1=2
and consequently the probability of F-types in the population is also 1=2.
For "normal" N-types winning a contest is worth V , but for joyful F-types
winning yields some additional "fun" and thus winning a contest is worth
V + .11 As the joy of winning is valuable for the player, we assume that
0<
V , i.e. the non-monetary value of winning is positive and at most
as large as the monetary value of winning. Although the analysis does not
rely on being not larger than the monetary value of winning, we want to
limit its in‡uence.
In the …rst stage, players are randomly matched into pairs. After the
matching, both players in a pair learn their opponent’s type. Knowing their
own and their adversary’s type, both players simultaneously choose e¤ort xi ,
i = fA; Bg, i.e. we analyze a situation of imperfect information. The unit
cost of e¤ort is assumed to be constant and equal to one. E¤ort in‡uences a
11

This is a simple and extreme version of a model with two types, one type with a high
joy of winning and another type with a low joy of winning.
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player’s winning probability pri , with the winning probability12 being equal
to the share of expenditure of contestant i to total expenditure:
pri (xA ; xB ) =

xi
, i = fA; Bg
xA + xB

if xA + xB > 0 and equal to 1=2 otherwise. Player i’s expected payo¤
depends on his type with

E

i

(xi ) =

8
>
< pri (xA ; xB )V
>
:

for an N-type

xi

pri (xA ; xB ) (V +

)

xi for an F-type

; i = fA; Bg

that is, i’s expected payo¤ is equal to his probability of winning multiplied
by the subjective prize (which is either only the monetary value or includes
also the non-monetary component), minus the e¤ort cost. Both types of
players choose their e¤ort level xi to maximize their expected payo¤ in this
stage. If the designer decides in favor of the simple setup, the …rst stage is
the only stage of the game. Otherwise, the game continues to stage 2.
Stage 2: Bidding for a restart
Information on the existence and the modalities of the second game is revealed only after the …rst game (the …rst contest) is …nished.13 All players
are randomly rematched into new pairs. In a speci…c pair, they again learn
the type T = fN; F g of the other player, i.e., whether the opponent is a
normal type or a type for whom winning yields additional fun.
In the second stage, both players can bid bi 2 [ V; V ], i = fA; Bg,
for a restart of the contest. If the sum of these bids is positive, i. e. if
bA + bB > 0, the game is restarted and the monetary payo¤ (including the
cost of e¤ort) of the former contest is cancelled. Otherwise, if bA + bB 6 0,
the outcome of the former contest is paid out and the players do not enter
into the second contest.14 In any case, strictly following the experimental
12

The winning probability is denoted by pri () in this framework, so that it shall not
be confused with later continuation probabilities that are denoted by the letter p only.
13
See Cohen and Sela (2005) for a theoretical analysis when the e¤ort of the winner
is reimbursed (and players know about this beforehand). Cohen and Shavit (2012) also
run an experiment with refunds for the winner which leads to higher average bids.
14
Alternatively, one could assume that the contest is also restarted if bA + bB = 0.
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setup of Herbst (2016b), only the pivotal player in the decision for or against
a restart actually pays a bid in the second stage and the absolute value of
this bid is determined by the second-highest bid. Formally, …nal payo¤ i
will be

i

=

8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

i;new

+b

i

if bi > 0 ^ b

i

6 0 ^ bi + b

i

>0

i;new

if (bi > 0 ^ b

i

> 0) _ (bi 6 0 ^ b

i;old

if (bi > 0 ^ b

i

6 0 ^ bi + b

i;old

+b

i

if bi 6 0 ^ b

i

> 0 ^ bi + b

i

i

> 0 ^ bi + b

i

> 0)

6 0) _ (bi 6 0 ^ b

i

6 0)

i
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The payo¤-structure can therefore be expressed as follows: If one player
is willing to pay a fee for the restart and the other is not and if at the same
time the sum of bids is positive, the restart takes place. The player who is
willing to pay money for a restart (think about him as the loser of the …rst
round) pays as much money to the mechanism as demanded by the other
player (compare line 1), while the other player (which will be the winner
in this example) does not receive or pay anything (compare line 2, second
condition). If both players are willing to pay a fee for the restart, the restart
takes place and no one pays a fee (compare line 2, …rst condition). Similarly,
if both players are willing to pay a fee not to restart, the restart does not
take place and no one pays a fee (compare line 3, second condition). If one
player is willing to pay a fee for the restart and the other is not and if at the
same time the sum of bids is non-positive, the restart does not take place.
The player who is willing to pay a fee not to restart (think about him as
the winner of the …rst round) pays as much money to the mechanism as the
other player placed as a bid (compare line 4), while the other player (which
will be the loser in this example) does not receive or pay anything (compare
line 3, …rst condition).
The bids for a restart depend on the expected payo¤ from the new contest (which depends on own type and opponent’s type) and on the realized
This would not change any lemma or proposition.
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monetary payo¤ from the …rst stage (also type and co-type dependent).
This describes the link of the …rst and second stage, as the payo¤ from the
…rst contest (the …rst game) is taken into account when decisions in the
second stage are made.
Stage 3: Restarted contest
Stage 3 is the …nal stage of the game and resembles stage 1. If the sum of
bids by a pair in stage 2 is positive, the two players of this pair continue
to stage 3. They then choose their e¤ort to maximize their expected payo¤
from a Tullock lottery contest, as described in section 5.2.1.

5.3

Analysis

We begin by analyzing the …rst stage. We describe the equilibrium and
compute e¤ort as well as (expected and realized) payo¤ for the di¤erent
pairs. As players are unaware of the subsequent stages when they decide on
their …rst stage e¤orts, they believe that the …rst stage is the only stage of
the game. Therefore, the analysis is the same for the …rst and third stage.
Using the results from the …rst stage we show that comparing pairs with
only F-types to pairs with only N-types, pairs with two joyful types are
more likely to continue to restart the contest than pairs with two normal
types. This is su¢ cient to show that generally more F-types than N-types
continue, taking mixed pairs into account. Then we can show that the
probability of a new match of two F-types is larger than the probability of
a new match of two N-types. Finally, we use the general aggregate e¤ort
formula to show that the restarted contest (in stage 3) elicits more e¤ort
than the original contest (in stage 1).

5.3.1

Equilibria of stage 1

The equilibria of the stage 1 and stage 3 game are derived in appendix
5.A.1. Because of our unusual assumption that information on the second
part is only revealed after the …rst stage is …nished, the game under analysis
is the same in both stages. Individual equilibrium e¤ort levels xi;T S depend
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on own type T = fN; F g and co-player’s type S = fN; F g. We …nd that
equilibrium e¤orts are xi;N N = V4 for a normal type against another normal
2
type, xi;F F = V +4 for a fun-type against another fun-type, xi;N F = V(2V(V++ )2)
2

(V + )
for a normal type against a fun-type and xi;F N = V(2V
for a fun-type
+ )2
against a normal type. As expected, a joyful F-type invests more than a
normal N-type, and the e¤ort expended in a "pure pair" (against a co-player
of the same type) is larger than the e¤ort expended in a mixed pair (against
a co-player of a di¤erent type): xi;F F > xi;F N > xi;N N > xi;N F .

Generally, aggregate average e¤ort X in this stage is
X = rxN N + qxF F + (1

r

q)

xN F + xF N
;
2

where r is the probability of two N-types being matched into a pair, q is the
probability of two F-types being matched into a pair and hence (1 q r)
is the probability of a mixed pair with one normal and one joyful type.
Using the equilibrium e¤orts from above we get
X=

1
4 (2V +

)

2V 2 + (2 + q

r) V

+q

2

:

(5.1)

Aggregate e¤ort rises with the percentage of pure F-pairs (q) and decreases with the percentage of pure N-pairs (r).

5.3.2

Continuation probabilities of pure pairs

For the second stage, there exists an equilibrium in weakly dominant strategies in which both players bid their true value of a restart, i.e.

bi =

8
>
< E
>
:

E

i;new

i;new

i;old

(

i;old

for an N-type
) for an F-type

; i = fA; Bg

(5.2)

Equivalently, we could assume that players do not behave strategically in
this stage and only think about their own payo¤. In any case, players bid
the expected payo¤ from the restarted contest, E i;new , minus the monetary
payo¤ from the old contest that will be cancelled if the second contest
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is played. The joy of winning as a non-monetary component cannot be
cancelled. Instead, it remains with the joyful winner. With this in mind,
we analyze under which circumstances the sum of bids by a pair of two
N-types in the bidding stage will be positive so that this pair continues to
the restarted contest and under which circumstances the same is true for a
pair of two F-types.

Lemma 5.1 The probability that a pair of two normal types ends up in the
restarted contest is lower than the probability that a pair of two joyful types
ends up in the restarted contest.

Proof. Of the N-N pairs, only the combinations with both players having
lost in the previous contest continue (see appendix 5.A.2). The likelihood
+ )2
for a matching of two losing N-types is 216 for both losers against N, 24(V
(2V + )2
V+
for both losers against F and 24 (2V + ) for one loser against N and one loser
against F.15 Of the F-F pairs, the sum of bids is positive if both players had
been losers in the previous contest and is also positive if only one of the
2
players had been a loser. The likelihood for the di¤erent cases is 24 (2VV + )2
for both losers against N, 216 for both losers against F, 24 (2VV + ) for one loser
against N and one loser against F, 215 for one winner against F and one
loser against F, 24 (2VV + ) for one winner against F and one loser against N,
(V + )
V+
for one winner against N and one loser against F and 23V(2V
for
24 (2V + )
+ )2
one winner against N and one loser against N. Taking all these expressions
together, the following mass of N-N pairs continues:

P (N N cont.) = pN =

24

1
(2V +

15

)

2

4V 2 + 6V

+

9
4

2

:

(5.3)

To arrive at this expression, think about an N-type who faced another N-type and
lost against this N-type ( 12 21 12 ) being matched with an N-type who faced an F-type
V+
and lost against this F-type ( 21 12 2V
+ ). Therefore, the probability of such a match
1 V+
is 25 2V + : We also have the mirror case of an N-type who lost against an F-type being
matched with an N-type who lost against an N-type. In total, the probability to see
a match of two N-types of which one has lost against N and one has lost against F is
V+
1 V+
V+
therefore 215 2V
= 214 2V
+ + 25 2V +
+ . The other terms follow the same logic.
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Of the F-F pairs, the mass that continues amounts to
P (F F cont.) = pF =

24

1
(2V +

)

2

12V 2 + 10V

+

7
4

2

:

(5.4)

Comparing P (N N cont.) as given by (5.3) with P (F F cont.) as given by
(5.4) reduces to comparing the terms in squared brackets. Since 12V 2 +
1 2
10V + 47 2
4V 2 + 6V + 49 2 = 8V 2 + 4V
is always strictly
2
positive (because V
) we have shown that more of the F-F pairs continue
16
than of the N-N pairs.
Intuitively, think about all cases in which a loser is paired up with another loser. Whenever this occurs, the sum of bids is positive since the
expected payo¤ from the new contest is positive and the eliminated monetary payo¤ from the old contest is negative. Hence, we only need to compute
the sum of bids for pairs of two winners and for pairs with one winner and
one loser. The computations in appendix 5.A.2 show that of the pairs with
two N-types, only the pairs with two losers continue. If one of the N-types
has won against another N-type before and the other N-type has lost against
another N-type, the sum of bids is equal to zero, in all other pairs of one
winning N-type and one losing N-type, the sum of bids is negative.
In the realm of pairs with two F-types, the pairs with two losers continue,
but also all pairs with one loser and one winner. Remember that when
players reach the third stage with the restarted contest, only the monetary
payo¤s from the …rst contest are cancelled, i.e. the joy of winning
for
17
winning F-types is not a¤ected. Thinking about possible opponents in the
restarted contest, F-types would rather not face other F-types because their
expected payo¤ against an F-type is lower than against an N-type. This

9:66V . However, once
In fact, the above inequality is true as long as
< p4V
2 1
increases in relation to V , also the sum of bids by two winning F-type players may
become positive and hence, the probability of a pair of two F-types continuing increases,
while the probability of a pair of two N-types continuing stays the same. Hence, the
result in lemma 5.1 continues to hold when is larger than V .
17
The pro…t that will be cancelled depends on the adversaries’ type in the former
contest and is i;W xi;F F = 41 (3V
) for a F-type who has won against another
V (3V 2 +2V )
F-type and i;W xi;F N = (2V + )2 for a F-type who has won against an N-type.
16
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lowers their bid for a restart.18 However, since their expected payo¤ from
the restarted contest includes the expected joy of winning, bids by winning
F-types are larger. The latter e¤ect dominates the former so that bids by
F-types are higher than bids by N-types and therefore one loser in a pair
is enough to generate a positive sum of bids. Taking the likelihood of the
combinations under analysis into account, we …nd that more of the pairs of
only F-types continue than of the pairs of only N-types.

5.3.3

Composition in the restarted contest

In order to make a statement on the aggregate e¤ort in stage 3 (the restarted
contest) compared to stage 1 (the original contest), we need to know more
about the percentage of pure F-pairings (q) and the percentage of pure
N-pairings (r) in the restarted contest.
Lemma 5.2 The probability of an F-type meeting an F-type in stage 3 is
higher than the probability of an N-type meeting an N-type.
Proof. Call the probability of a mixed pair that joins the restarted contest
pF +pM
and
pM , then the probability of meeting an F-type in stage 3 is pF +2p
M +pN
pN +pM
the probability of meeting an N-type in stage 3 is pF +2pM +pN , where pN
and pF are given by (5.3) and (5.4), respectively. From these expressions,
we can directly compute the probability q new of an F-F combination in the
restarted contest and the probability rnew of an N-N combination in the
restarted contest. From pF > pN it follows that
q new =

pF + pM
pF + 2pM + pN

2

>

pN + pM
pF + 2pM + pN

2

= rnew

These probabilities include the members of mixed pairs (with one F-type
and one N-type) who enter the restarted contest. Recall that whenever
18

This e¤ect cannot be directly seen in the analysis as it compares pairs of two Fplayers with mixed pairs and the sum of bids for such mixed pairs is irrelevant for our
line of argument. However, it is clear from the expected payo¤s in appendix 5.A.1
that F-types expect a higher payo¤ against N-types than against F-types. Moreover, the
di¤erence in payo¤s comparing playing against N-types or against F-types is larger for
F-types than for N-types (for whom the e¤ect also occurs, but less pronounced).
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a mixed pair continues, one F-type continues and one N-type continues.
Because more of the pure F-pairs continue than of the pure N-pairs, more
joyful types than normal types continue and there will be more pairs of only
joyful types than pairs of only normal types.

5.3.4

E¤ort in the restarted contest

The information we gathered on the composition in the restarted contest is
necessary to arrive at our main proposition.
Proposition 5.1 Suppose that selection into the contest follows the rules
described above. Then, the average e¤ort exerted in the restarted contest is
higher than the average e¤ort exerted in the original contest.
1
[2V 2
4(2V + )

2

]. In
i
2
stage 1, using q old = rold = 14 , we have Xold = 4(2V1+ ) 2V 2 + 2V + 4 .
The term multiplying the term in squared brackets remains unchanged with
changes in the population distribution. The only terms that change with the
distribution are (2 + q r) V and q 2 . Since q old = rold , the term in round
brackets multiplying V is equal to 2 in stage 1. However, in the restarted
contest there are more joyful pairs than normal pairs, i.e. q new > rnew .
Hence, (2 + q new rnew ) > 2, i.e. the multiplier of V is larger in the
restarted contest . It remains to analyze what the selection implies for q 2 .
In fact, we can show (see appendix 5.A.3) that the probability of a pair of
two joyful types in the restarted contest will be larger than in the original
contest, or expressed formally: q new > 41 , the probability of pure F-pairs in
stage 1. This completes the proof.
Proof. Aggregate e¤ort is X =

+ (2 + q

h

r) V

+q

The selection leads the contestant population to be biased towards Ftypes. This has two implications for e¤ort: Generally, e¤ort by F-types is
higher than e¤ort by N-types. Moreover, e¤ort by F-types is higher against
F-types than against N-types. Hence, aggregate e¤ort goes up. Therefore,
a contest designer who is interested in maximizing average e¤ort in the
contest can compare the aggregate e¤ort in the …rst stage (from a simple
game without a restart) to the average e¤ort in the third stage (when he
allows for a restart). He observes that average e¤ort is higher in the extended
version of the game, so he should opt to allow for a self-selection of players.
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The contest designer could also pursue a di¤erent goal, for example
maximizing total e¤ort in all …nal matches. Such a designer would have to
compare average e¤ort in the second contest with average e¤ort of those
…rst contest games that are cancelled. From the above analysis we know
that the composition in the restarted contest is biased towards joyful Ftypes. Hence, the probability of a pair of two F-types in the restarted
contest is q new = 12 + " 21 + " , where " > 0, whereas the probability
of a cancelled match of two F-types is q cancelled = 12 12 + " , hence q new >
q cancelled . Moreover, the probability of a pair of two N-types in the restarted
contest is rnew = 21 " 21 " , whereas the probability of a cancelled
match of two N-types is rcancelled = 12 21 " , hence rnew < rcancelled . From
equation (5.1) we know that e¤ort increases in q and decreases in r , hence
allowing for a restart is also bene…cial for a contest designer who wants to
maximize average e¤ort in all …nal matches.

5.4

Discussion

In this section we discuss our …ndings and assumptions in various ways.
First, we want to investigate whether the increase in e¤ort comes solely
from the fact that the subjective value of the prize is larger for F-types
than for N-types and whether one can reproduce the results when half of
the population …ghts for a larger prize. Second, we discuss the case in
which matching in the bidding stage is restricted in the sense that a winner
is always paired with a loser (and vice versa). Third, we analyze the mirror
case of the joy of winning: What does the introduction of the frustration
of losing (instead of the joy of winning) predict in terms of e¤ort and selfselection? Fourth, we describe the e¤ects of introducing both the frustration
of losing and the joy of winning into the contest.

5.4.1

Di¤erent prize values

In the analysis above, the probability to …nd a normal types for whom
winning the contest is worth V is 1=2, and hence the probability for a joyful
fun-type for whom winning the contest is worth V +
is also 1=2. We
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assume that the non-monetary component is not a¤ected when the payo¤
from the …rst contest is eliminated. This is an important assumption as we
will see below: In a di¤erent setup, in which the value of the prize di¤ers
between types, but in which all players are "normal" types and only care
about the monetary value of the prize (but do not incur a non-monetary joy
of winning on top), lemma 5.1 does not hold any more and consequently also
the later results do not apply. In other words, the selection e¤ect described
above is not driven by di¤erences in monetary prize values, but the nontransient character of the non-monetary joy of winning is an important
feature in arriving at the result.
Proposition 5.2 Suppose that half of the subjects …ght for a larger monetary prize, then the subjects with the larger prize are less likely to end up in
the restarted contest and e¤ort in the restarted contest will be lower.
Proof. To see this, assume that the population consists of normal types
only, but half of the individuals …ght for a prize of value V (the small prize,
analogous to the former N-types) and the other half …ghts for a prize of
value V + (the large prize, therefore call these individuals L-types). In this
framework, the equilibria of the …rst stage contest are completely analogous
to the above case with the L-types behaving like the F-types. However,
in the second stage, the bids by winning L-types di¤er from the bids by
winning F-types as now the full monetary prize V + will be deducted if
the contest is restarted. Hence, the continuation probability of a pair of
two L-types who …ght for the larger prize is lower than the probability of a
pair of two F-types (see appendix 5.A.4) since of the pairs with two L-types
only the pairs with two losers continue. Therefore, the mass of L-L pairs
that continues is
P (LL cont.) =

24

1
(2V +

)

2

4V 2 + 2V

+

1
4

2

:

(5.5)

Comparing P (N N cont.) as given by (5.3) with P (LL cont.) as given by
(5.5) thus reduces to comparing the terms in squared brackets. Since 4V 2 +
2V + 14 2
4V 2 + 6V + 94 2 = 4V
2 2 is smaller than zero,
the probability of L-L pairs continuing in this scenario is lower than the
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probability of N-N pairs continuing. Thus, the probability that a pair of
two N-types ends up in the restarted contest is higher than the probability
that a pair of two L-types ends up in the restarted contest. Therefore, the
probability of meeting an L-type in stage 3 is lower than the probability
of meeting an N-type. This also implies that in this setup, the aggregate
e¤ort exerted in the restarted contest is lower than the aggregate e¤ort in
the original contest.
This highlights again what is driving lemma 5.1. The important di¤erence between pure F-type pairs and pure N-type pairs is that for the pairs
with two F-types, one loser in the pair is enough to yield a positive sum
of bids for a restart. On the other hand, in the scenario with two di¤erent
prize values, only the pairs with two losers continue for both types of player
pairs. Thus, because normal types are more likely to end up as a loser in
the contest against a joyful type or against a type with a larger prize value,
there is a higher probability of a match of two losing N-types than of a
match of two losing L-types (or F-types). Hence, normal types who …ght
for the small prize are more likely to enter the restarted contest than normal
types who …ght for the large prize.

5.4.2

Restricted matching

In the experiment by Herbst (2016b), in which we observed that e¤ort in the
restarted contest is higher, matching at the beginning of the second game
was not completely random. Instead, in the experiment matching in the
second stage was restricted in such a way that a former winner was always
paired with a former loser. What does this restriction imply for the above
analysis?
The analysis in section 5.3.2 shows that of the pairs with two F-types,
those with two losers and those with one loser and one winner reach a positive sum of bids in the second stage and therefore continue to the third stage.
Of the pairs with two N-types, only those with two losers continue. Hence,
restricting possible pairs to always include a loser and a winner means that
all joyful F-types in pure pairs will continue, but none of the normal Ntypes in pure pairs continues. Hence, the restriction in the experiment has
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no in‡uence on lemma 5.1 and the following results.

5.4.3

Frustration of losing

Another exercise is to replace the joy of winning as the non-monetary
component of the utility function by the frustration of losing. In such
a framework, half of the subjects are normal N-types as before and the
other half experience a non-monetary frustration of losing in the event
they lose. These types who get disappointed by losing we call D-types.
The expected payo¤ for them includes the frustration of losing , with
E i (xi ) = pri (xA ; xB )V + (1 pri (xA ; xB )) ( ) xi . For both types,
expected payo¤ can be expressed as

E

i

(xi ) =

8
>
< pri (xA ; xB )V
>
:

for an N-type

xi

pri (xA ; xB ) (V + )

; i = A; B:
xi

for a D-type

The assumptions on the frustration of losing are similar to the ones on
the joy of winning above with 0 <
V , i.e. the non-monetary value
of losing is at most as large as the monetary prize value and is positively
de…ned, but enters the expected payo¤ in a negative way.
Proposition 5.3 Suppose that half of the subjects get frustrated if they lose.
Then, these subjects invest more e¤ort than the other players of the normal
type. Moreover, the disappointed subjects are less likely to end up in the
restarted contest and e¤ort in the restarted contest will be lower.
Proof. The …rst order conditions for the stage 1 contest remain unchanged
so that the equilibrium e¤orts for N-types stay the same and the equilibrium
e¤orts for D-types are the same as they were for F-types above. Nevertheless, expected and realized payo¤s for D-types di¤er from the payo¤s for
F-types. Therefore, while the probability that a pair of two N-types continues does not change, the probability that a pair of two D-types continues is
di¤erent from the probability that a pair of two F-types continues. As the
expected payo¤ from the restarted contest includes the possible frustration
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of losing, bids for a restart by D-types are lower than bids by F-types. We
…nd that the sum of bids by a winning D-type paired with a losing D-type
is smaller than zero (see appendix 5.A.5) and also the sum of bids by two
losing D-types need not be positive if is close to V in size. Therefore,
the probability that a pair of two N-types ends up in the restarted contest
is higher than the probability that a pair of two D-types ends up in the
restarted contest.
Thus, although e¤orts by players with the frustration of losing are similarly enlarged as in the case of the joy of winning, the selection of players
who are motivated by non-monetary incentives into the restarted contest
does not apply here. The non-monetary part of the utility rather leads
these players to abstain from playing again.

5.4.4

Frustration of losing and joy of winning

If one half of the players are normal types and the other half of the players
are types whose objective function includes both, the joy of winning and
the frustration of losing , then
has to be large enough compared to
for the selection e¤ect (and consequently the e¤ort increase) described in
the main part of the analysis to occur.
A di¤erent exercise is to look at a model where half of the players are
joyful types and the other half are disappointed types. From the perspective
of the contest designer, the question is: Is it better to draw the participants
from a population of joyful and frustrated types or from a purely normal
population? It is easy to show that in a framework of joyful and disappointed types, more joyful types than disappointed types continue to play
the restarted contest (see appendix 5.A.6). However, if the extent of the joy
of winning and the frustration of losing are the same, e¤ort by joyful and
disappointed types in the contest is the same. Hence, aggregate e¤ort does
not change from the …rst to the second stage.19 However, players that are
motivated by non-monetary components (be it the frustration of losing or
19

Of course, assuming that the degree of the joy of winning is larger than the degree
of the frustration of losing (i.e.
> ) together with the observation that more joyful
than disappointed types enter the restarted contest would immediately yield the result
that e¤ort in the restarted contest is higher.
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the joy of winning), exert more e¤ort than normal players. Therefore, even
if the monetary prize value is the same in both contests, the contest with
joyful and frustrated types attracts higher e¤ort. This speaks against the
general consensus that more parity is always better (given average ability).
Of course, there are other aspects of the model that could be discussed.
Among them is the assumption that players do not expect the second game
to take place when they decide on their …rst stage e¤ort. Another simpli…cation is the assumption of complete information (on your own and your
adversary’s type). Both of these aspects are left for further research.

5.5

Conclusion

In this paper we analyze selection and e¤ort choices of contestants with and
without a joy of winning. The joy of winning is a positive (psychological)
component of the utility function that a player obtains when he wins. Players who incorporate this non-monetary component in their maximization
problem invest more in the contest and because they also expect to possibly receive the joy of winning if the contest is repeated, they are willing
to bid more than the expected monetary value of a replacement contest for
a restart of the contest. Therefore, the population of contest participants
changes from an equal distribution at the beginning to a skewed distribution
in the restarted contest, with more joyful types continuing than types who
only …ght for the monetary prize. In our framework, all players always know
the type of their co-player, but the possibility to bid for a restart comes as a
surprise. The theoretical analysis shows that the selection process leads to
average e¤ort in the replacement contest being larger (than average e¤ort of
the replaced contests and than average e¤ort in the …rst contest in general).
An important characteristic of this model is that if the contest is restarted,
the monetary outcome of the …rst contest is eliminated, but joyful winners
keep their joy of winning.
The predictions from our model can rationalize some results from the
experiment reported upon in chapter 4. In the analogous experimental setup, the players who continue to the restarted contest are also the ones who
expend more e¤ort in the …rst round. As they are aware of the change in the
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distribution of types through self-selection, they increase their e¤ort levels
in the restarted contest even further.20 However, the experimental data
suggests that there is not only a utility gain of winning for some subjects,
but also a utility loss of losing. Yet, the frustration of losing cannot explain
the increase in e¤ort observed in the restarted contest. The consequences
for selection into the restarted contest of introducing the frustration of losing into the analysis di¤er from the consequences of introducing the joy of
winning. Assuming that losing subjects also incorporate the frustration of
losing into their expectations on a restarted contest, these subjects are less
likely to end up in the restarted contest. In other words, the continuation
probabilities for the di¤erent subject types are ranked as follows: Players
with a joy of winning are most likely to end up in the restarted contest,
players who are not motivated by non-monetary aspects are less likely to
end up in the restarted contest and players with a frustration of losing are
least likely to end up in the restarted contest. This has consequences for
average e¤ort exerted in the contest.
In this paper, we assessed the choice between two types of institutional
frameworks if a contest designer wants to maximize e¤ort. One caveat to
this is that although a designer of a sports competition or a scienti…c contest
is probably interested in maximizing e¤ort, in other situations e¤ort can be
viewed as something negative or wasteful. For example, the joy of winning
might make some gamblers expend too much money in the casino so that
they go bankrupt. While in such a case only the individual su¤ers, also
more fundamental con‡icts up to civil con‡icts might su¤er from seemingly
irrational decisions. The analysis of motivations such as the joy of winning
therefore deserves further attention.

20

Anecdotal evidence suggests that in real life contests, e¤ort in a restarted contest
would also go up. Eriks Zaharans, a 2008 winner of the European Union Contest for
Young Scientists said "[Winning the contest ...] de…nitely pushed me to work harder"
(https://ec.europa.eu/research/eucys/pdf/where_now/cz_Said_m.pdf)Bedrich Said, a
2011 winner of the European Union Contest for Young Scientist said "If I were able to
repeat the contest, I would spend much more time preparing posters and other objects
[...]" (https://ec.europa.eu/research/eucys/pdf/where_now/lv_zaharans.pdf)
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5.A
5.A.1

Appendix
Deriving the …rst stage equilibria

N-N pairs
i
Maximizing E i (xi ) = xix+x
V xi with respect to xi yields the …rst order
j
xj
condition (x +x )2 V = 1. By symmetry we get
i

j

xi;N N =

V
;
4

where the …rst capital subscript indicates own type (N ) and the second
capital subscript indicates the adversary’s type (N ). Existence and uniqueness of the pure-strategy equilibrium has been shown by Szidarovszky and
Okuguchi (1997). With these equilibrium e¤ort levels, expected payo¤ is
E i xi;N N = V4 . Realized payo¤s depend on a player’s winner status and
are i;W xi;N N = 3V4 for a winner and i;L xi;N N = V4 for a loser. Due
to symmetry, the probability of being a winner or a loser is 12 .
F-F pairs
i
Maximizing E i (xi ) = xix+x
(V + ) xi with respect to xi yields the …rst
j
xj
order condition (x +x )2 (V + ) = 1. By symmetry we get
i

j

xi;F F =

V +
4

:

Hence, E i xi;F F = V +4 and depending on the player’s winner status
3(V + )
for a winner and i;L xi;F F = (V +4 ) for a loser.
i;W xi;F F =
4
The probability of being a winner or a loser in this case is symmetric (as
above) and equal to 12 .
Mixed pairs
From the …rst order conditions for N-types (see section 5.A.1) and F-types
(see section 5.A.1), we get xj V = (xi + xj )2 and xi (V + ) = (xi + xj )2 ,
where i is an N-type and j is an F-type. In the interior equilibrium, in
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which both …rst order conditions hold, we have
xi;N F =
and
xj;F N

V 2 (V + )
(2V + )2

V (V + )2
=
:
(2V + )2
3

3

(V + )
. If N is the winner
Hence, E i xi;N F = (2VV+ )2 and E j xj;F N = (2V
+ )2
V
in the mixed pair (which occurs with probability 2V + ), the payo¤ of the
winning N-type is

i;W

xi;N F

V (3V 2 + 3V +
=
(2V + )2

2

)

and the payo¤ of the losing F-type is

j;L

xi;F N =

V (V + )2
;
(2V + )2

whereas if F is the winner in the mixed pair (which occurs with probability
V+
), the payo¤ of the winning F-type is
2V +
j;W

xi;F N =

(V +

) (3V 2 + 3V
(2V + )2

+

2

)

and the payo¤ of the losing N-type is
i;L

5.A.2

xi;N F

V 2 (V + )
:
=
(2V + )2

Deriving the continuation probabilities

N-N pairs
Independent of the history, both N-type players expect E i xi;N N = V4
from the new contest. We compute the sum of bids separately for the
di¤erent matchings.
We start by computing the sum of bids if both N-types have won against
F-types. It is negative:
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X

i=wN F ;wN F

V
bi =
2

2V (3V 2 + 3V +
(2V + )2

2

)

=

V

4V 2

3
2

4V

(2V +

)2

2

< 0:

The sum of bids if both N-types have won against N-types is also negative:
X

bi =

i=wN N ;wN N

V
2

3V
=
2

V < 0:

Therefore, the sum of bids if one N-type has won against an F-type and
one N-type has won against an N-type is also negative, i.e.:
X

bi < 0:

i=wN F ;wN N

The sum of bids if one N-type has won against an F-type and one N-type
has lost an F-type is negative:
X

bi =

i=wN F ;lN F

V
2

V (3V 2 + 3V +
(2V + )2

2

) V 2 (V + )
+
=
(2V + )2

V 2
< 0:
2 (2V + )2

The sum of bids if one N-type has won against an F-type and one N-type
has lost against an N-type is negative:
X

i=wN F ;lN N

V
bi =
2

V (3V 2 + 3V +
(2V + )2

2

)

V
+ =
4

V 2
< 0:
4 (2V + )2

Therefore, the sum of bids if one N-type has won against an N-type and
one N-type has lost against an F-type is also negative since it is equivalent
to the last case, the only di¤erence being that the prize is allocated to a
di¤erent player.
X
V 2
bi =
2 < 0:
4
(2V
+
)
i=wN N ;lN F
The sum of bids if one N-type has won against an N-type and one N-type
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has lost against an N-type is equal to zero:
X

bi =

i=wN N ;lN N

3V
V
+ = 0:
4
4

V
2

Therefore, only the pairs wherein both N-types have lost will continue,
because the sum of bids for all other combinations is non-positive.
F-F pairs
Independent of the history, both players expect E i xi;F F = V +4 from the
new contest. Note further that when players reach the third stage playing
the restarted contest, only the monetary payo¤s from the …rst contest are
cancelled, i.e. the joy of winning
for winning fun-types is not a¤ected.
Therefore, the pro…t as a winner that is cancelled is smaller by compared
to the payo¤ described in section 5.A.1. Depending on the adversaries’type
in the former contest we have i;W xi;F F = 14 (3V
) for an F-type who
V (3V 2 +2V )
has won against another F-type and i;W xi;F N = (2V + )2 for an Ftype who has won against an N-type. Below, we compute the sum of bids
separately for the di¤erent matchings.
The sum of bids by two F-types who have won against F-types is less
than or equal to zero:
X

i=wF F ;wF F

bi =

1
(3V
2

V +
2

)=

V +

0:

If both F-types have won against N-types, the sum of bids is negative:
X

i=wF N ;wF N

bi =

V +
2

2V (3V 2 + 2V
(2V + )2

)

=

4V 3 + 52 V
(2V +

2

+

)2

1
2

3

< 0:

Therefore, the sum of bids if one F-type has won against an F-type and
one F-type has won against an N-type is also negative, i.e.:
X

bi < 0:

i=wF F ;wF N

The sum of bids if one F-type has won against an F-type and one F-type
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has lost against an F-type is positive:
X

bi =

i=wF F ;lF F

V +
2

1
(3V
4

)+

V +
4

=

> 0:

The sum of bids if one F-type has won against an F-type and one F-type
has lost against an N-type is positive:
P

i=wF F ;lF N

bi =
=

1
V+
(3V
2
4
15
2
(4V + 4 V + 43
(2V + )

)+
2

V (V + )2
(2V + )2

)

> 0:

2

Therefore, the sum of bids for one winner against a N-type and one loser
against a F-type is also positive since it is equivalent to the last case, the
only di¤erence being that the prize is allocated to a di¤erent player.
X

bi =

i=wF N ;lF F

4V 2 +

15
V
4

(2V +

+

3
4

)2

2

> 0:

The sum of bids if one F-type has won against an N-type and one F-type
has lost against an N-type is positive:
P

i=wF N ;lF N

bi =
=

V (3V 2 +2V
V+
2
(2V + )2
7
2
(4V + 2 V + 21 2 )
(2V + )2

)

+

V (V + )2
(2V + )2

> 0:

Therefore, not only the pairs wherein both F-players have lost will continue to the restarted contest, but also the pairs of the last four cases, in
which one F-type has won and one F-type has lost will continue to the
restarted contest.

5.A.3

Frequency of F-F pairs in the restarted contest

Here, we want to analyze whether there are relatively more pairs with two
F-types in the restarted contest compared to the initial contest, i.e. whether
q new > q old = 14 .
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For this to be true, it needs to hold that
pF +pM
pF +2pM +pN

2

>

1
4

>

1
4

(pF + 2pM + pN )2

() p2F + 2pF pM + p2M >

1
4

(p2F + 4pF pM + 2pF pN + 4p2M + 4pM pN + p2N )

() pF pM

>

1 2
p
4 N

>

p2N +2pF pN 3p2F
pF pN

() (pF + pM )2

pM pN

() 4pM

3 2
p
4 F

+ 21 pF pN

Since pF > pN , this is true as long as 4pM > p2N + 2pF pN 3p2F . The
right hand side of this expression is always negative (because p2N < p2F and
pF pN < p2F ). Hence, the condition collapses to pM
0, which is always
ful…lled since the share of mixed pairs continuing to the restarted contest
cannot be negative.

5.A.4

Robustness checks

Continuation probabilities with two prizes
When half of the subjects remain being N-types, but instead of F-types, the
monetary prize for the other half (called L-types) is enlarged by , nothing
changes for N-N pairs (i.e., the analysis is analogous to section 5.A.2 ).
Therefore, we concentrate on the players with the larger prize, i.e. L-types
who …ght for a prize of value V + below. For them, the sum of bids are
given by the expressions below
The sum of bids if both L-types have won against L-types is negative:
X

i=wLL ;wLL

bi =

V +
2

3 (V +
2
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)

=

V

< 0:

The sum of bids if both L-types have won against N-types is negative:
P

i=wLN ;wLN

2(V + )(3V 2 +3V +
V+
2
(2V + )2
3 2
(V + )( 4V 2 4V
)
4

bi =
=

2

)
< 0:

(2V + )2

Therefore, the sum of bids if one L-type has won against an L-type and
one L-type has won against an N-type is also negative, i.e.:
X

bi < 0:

i=wLL ;wLN

The sum of bids if one L-type has won against an L-type and one L-type
has lost against an L-type is equal to zero:
X

bi =

i=wLL ;lLL

V +
2

3 (V +
4

)

+

V +
4

= 0:

The sum of bids if one L-type has won against an L-type and one L-type
has lost against an N-type is negative:
X

V +
bi =
2

i=wLL ;lLN

3 (V +
4

)

(V + )
V (V + )2
+
2 =
(2V + )
(2V +

1
4

2

)2

< 0:

Therefore, the sum of bids if one L-type has won against an N-type and
one L-type has lost against an L-type is also negative since it is equivalent
to the last case, the only di¤erence being that the prize is allocated to a
di¤erent player.
X

bi =

(V +

i=wLN ;lLL

)

(2V +

1
4

2

< 0:

)2

The sum of bids if one L-type has won against an N-type and one L-type
has lost against an N-type is negative:
P

i=wLN ;lLN

bi =
=

(V + )(3V 2 +3V +
V+
2
(2V + )2
(V + )( 12 2 )
(2V + )2
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2

)

+

V (V + )2
(2V + )2

< 0:

Hence, only the L-L pairs with two losers continue so that the probability
of L–L pairs that continues is
V2
24 (2V + )2
1
24 (2V + )2

P (LL cont.) =
=

5.A.5

1
+ 24 (2VV + )
26
4V 2 + 2V + 14

+

2

:

Frustration of losing

The equilibrium e¤ort levels for D-types (disappointed types who experience
a frustration of losing if they lose) are analogous to the equilibrium e¤ort
levels for F-types derived in sections 5.A.1 with xi;DD = V +4 and xj;DN =
V (V + )2
. The monetary payo¤s that would be cancelled if there is a restart
(2V + )2
are

xi;DD =

i;W

1
4

(3V

),

played against each other and

i;L
i;W

(V + )
when
4
V (3V 2 +2V )

xi;DD =
xi;DN

=

(2V + )2

,

two D-types
i;L

(xi;DN ) =

2

V (V + )
(2V + )2

when a D-type played against an N-type. Independent of the
1
V+
history, both D-type players expect E i xi;DD = 12 V
= V 43
2
4
from the new contest, which is lower than the expectation by F-type players.
Therefore, keeping in mind that the sum of bids for two winning F-types
is negative and the fact that the expected payo¤ for D-types is lower than for
F-types, we know that the sum of bids for two D-types is always negative,
P
P
P
b
<
0
and
b
<
0,
i.e.
i
i
i=wDD ;wDN bi < 0. Below
i=wDN ;wDN
i=wDD ;wDD
we compute the sum of bids if one of the D-types in the pair is a winner
and the other D-type is a loser.
The sum of bids if one D-type has won against a D-type and one D-type
has lost against a D-type is negative:
X

bi =

i=wDD ;lDD

V

3

1
(3V
4

2

)+

V +
4

=

< 0:

The sum of bids if one D-type has won against a D-type and one D-type
has lost against an N-type is negative:
P

i=wDD ;lDN

bi =
=

V

3
1
(3V
2
4
2
16V
17V 2 5
4(2V + )2

)+
3

V (V + )2
(2V + )2

< 0:

Therefore, the sum of bids if one D-type has won against an N-type and
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one D-type has lost against a D-type is also negative since it is equivalent
to the last case, the only di¤erence being that the prize is allocated to a
di¤erent player.
X

16V 2
17V 2
4 (2V + )2

bi =

i=wDN ;lDD

5

3

< 0:

The sum of bids if one D-type has won against an N-type and one D-type
has lost against an N-type is negative:
P

i=wDN ;lDN

bi =
=

V

V (3V 2 +2V
3
2
(2V + )2
2
8V
9V 2 3 3
2(2V + )2

)

+

V (V + )2
(2V + )2

< 0:

As the expected payo¤ from the restarted contest can be negative with
the frustration of losing, we also check whether the sum of bids for two
losing D-types is positive.
The sum of bids if both D-types have lost against both D-types is nonnegative:
X
V 3
V +
bi =
+
=V
0:
2
2
i=l
;l
DD DD

In particular,

P

i=wDD ;lDD

bi is greater than zero whenever

<V.

If both D-types have lost against N-types, the sign of the sum of bids
depends on the relation of V and :
X

bi =

V

3
2

i=lDN ;lDN

2V (V + )2
8V 3 7V 2 3
+
=
(2V + )2
2 (2V + )2

3

? 0:

P

bi can be positive or negative, as 8V 3 7V 2 3 3 can be
positive (e.g. if
= 0 ) or negative (e.g. if
= V ). The larger
gets
with respect to V , the more likely it is that the sum of bids for two D-type
players who have lost against an N-type is also negative.
i=wDN ;lDN

Similarly, if one D-type has lost against a D-type and one D-type has
lost against an N-type, the sum of bids is also ambiguous:
X

i=lDD ;lDN

bi =

V

3
2

V +
+
4

V (V + )2
16V 3 13V 2 5
+
=
(2V + )2
4 (2V + )2
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3

? 0:

P

bi is the convex combination of the above two cases, thus
it can be positive or negative with the extreme cases again being
= 0
(so that 16V 3 13V 2 5 3 collapses to 16V 3 > 0) and = V (so that
16V 3 13V 2 5 3 = 2V 3 < 0).
i=wDD ;lDN

5.A.6

Frustration of losing and joy of winning
x

F
If half of the subjects are joyful F-types who maximize E iF (xiF ) = xi i+x
j
F
(V + ) xiF and the other half of the subjects are frustrated or disapxD
(V + ) xiD
, then
pointed D-types who maximize E iD (xiD ) = xi i+x
j
D
xj
xj
) = 1 and
)=
the …rst order conditions are
2 (V +
2 (V +
(xiF +xj )
(xiD +xj )
1, respectively. If we further assume that
= in order not to bias the
results into one direction, then xiF = xiD = V +4 . If the contest is restarted,
only the monetary payo¤ of the …rst contest will be eliminated. Therefore,
since e¤ort is the same for both types, …rst contest payo¤ is independent
of type and co-type. However, the expected payo¤ from a restarted contest
3
is E iF V +4
= V4 + 4 for a joyful type and E iD V +4
= V4
for a
4
disappointed type. Hence, as players bid the value of the restarted contest
(which is the expected payo¤ from a new contest minus the payo¤ from the
old contest) in the bidding stage, bids by joyful types will be higher. The
sum of bids for an F-type who has won the …rst contest paired with an Ftype who has lost the …rst contest is positive (independent of the adversary
in the …rst contest):

X

bi = 2

i=wF ;lF

V
+
4
4

V +2

V +
4

=

> 0:

The sum of bids for a D-type who has won the …rst contest paired with
a D-type who has lost the …rst contest is negative (independent of the
adversary in the …rst contest):
X

i=wD ;lD

bi = 2

V
4

3
4

V +2

V +
4

=

< 0:

Thus, of the F-F pairs, all pairs with two losers and the pairs with one
winner and one loser continue, but of the D-D pairs, only the pairs with two
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losers continue. Hence, F-types are more likely to end up in the restarted
contest compared to D-types.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Potential implications from the four chapters strongly depend on the context to which the contest framework is applied. For instance, we have to
distinguish whether the aim is to maximize e¤ort in promotion tournaments or research and development contests or to reach peace in warfare.
Moreover, the implications depend on the perspective: A contest organizer
typically maximizes a di¤erent objective than a contest participant and heterogeneity across players also a¤ects the implications. Below, we will list
a number of implications that we can draw from the theories outlined and
the corresponding three sets of experiments in this thesis.
In order to prevent war, the best solution is to send a well-informed
mediator to the con‡icting parties who knows about the players’perceived
…ghting strengths and the feasibility of a prize division. The mediator can
suggest an appropriate division, reduce strategic uncertainty, prevent coordination failure, and (potentially) reach peace. Third-party interventions
can generally help to decrease wasteful resource-spending in and from …ghting. First, if the contest participants can form groups by themselves (rather
than by means of an exogenous mechanism), they exert more e¤ort in the
contest. Second, if the potential contest participants can select into the
contest themselves (rather than being forced to participate), the active participants will exert more e¤ort because only highly motivated players will
enter. Third, if the players bargain about the division of a prize themselves
(rather than deciding on an exogenous division), negotiations break down
most of the time and con‡ict results. Hence, outside interventions can be
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bene…cial for the contestants and for society.
The contestants typically di¤er in their motivation or ability and we also
…nd evidence of this kind of heterogeneity. The empirical results of all the
experiments in this thesis suggest that the participants are also aware of this
heterogeneity and act in a sophisticated manner. They take their relative
position and strength into account when they decide on how to divide a prize
and on how much e¤ort to exert in a (group) contest. Stronger players insist
on receiving a larger share of the pie and dislike being forced into a team with
other players. Weaker players are often successful in reaping the bene…ts of
peaceful bargaining and have a strong tendency to join a team in a contest.
Actually, the preference for team formation is quite prevalent. If a contest
organizer wants to take this preference into account, he must trade-o¤ the
positive aspects of strengthening in-group favoritism from endogenous team
formation with the positive aspects of forcing a strong player into the team.
In order to maximize e¤ort, the contest organizer should force individuals to interact as stand-alone players (rather than as members of a group in
a group contest). Moreover, increasing the salience of winning or stressing
the importance of winning increases equilibrium e¤ort - provided that it
increases the players’joy of winning. The joy of winning and the frustration of losing are a signi…cant factor in motivating players to expend e¤ort
in the experiment. Therefore, it is important to develop a more general
understanding of the value placed on non-…nancial rewards.
From our …ndings one could derive the hypothesis that a reason why
women are less prone to enter a competition than men is that they get
more frustrated if they lose and the loss stays on their mind for a longer
period of time. This hypothesis is in line with …ndings that, once women
are in a contest, they compete …ercely. Therefore, it would be interesting
to analyze whether di¤erences in the competitiveness between men and
women can be explained by di¤erences in the degree of the joy of winning
and the frustration of losing between them. Moreover, given that the results
in this thesis rely on the behavior of students and since heterogeneity can
have a huge impact on economic outcomes, it would be valuable to run
the experiments also on other parts of the population. This would further
increase the external validity of the results derived in this thesis.
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English Summary
This thesis studies questions of selection and heterogeneity in contests. A
wide array of applications use contest structures, including promotion tournaments, military con‡ict, and sports contests. Since working with empirical data on real-world con‡icts poses a number of challenges in terms of
unobservable characteristics, idiosyncrasies of the given con‡ict and identi…cation strategy, the empirical results in this thesis have been derived using
data from theory-guided laboratory experiments. All these experiments
have in common that they employ the lottery contest framework by Tullock (1980). We address three main puzzles: alliance formation, outbreak
of violent con‡ict and overexpenditure in con‡ict.
Chapter 2 analyzes group formation decisions. Due to the public goods
nature of group contributions (Olson and Zeckhauser 1966), economic theory views groups to be in a disadvantageous position compared to standalone players. In contrast, psychological theory points out that members
of a group may be motivated to contribute to the bene…t of the group (see
e.g., Sherif et al. 1961, Tajfel and Turner 1979, Tajfel 1982). Hence, the
moral-hazard problem in groups might be mitigated by factors such as ingroup solidarity, especially in the presence of a common enemy. Moreover,
when players have heterogeneous incentives, theory predicts that weakly
motivated players are more likely to select into the group than strongly
motivated players.
We provide evidence for this type of adverse selection for heterogeneity
in intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Despite the adverse selection, e¤ort
by voluntarily formed groups is not lower than e¤ort by exogenously formed
groups. This speaks in favor of a stimulation of group-spirit through endogenous group formation. We provide evidence for a strategic e¤ect: A
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player’s e¤ort choice depends on the co-player’s vote because a player’s vote
on group formation entails some information about his type. We observe
that strongly motivated players who end up in a group against their own
vote expend the highest e¤ort. They expect free-riding by their co-player
who voted for group formation and try to o¤set for the little e¤ort. Indeed,
those weak players expend the lowest e¤ort.
Chapter 3 analyzes how an asymmetry in players’…ghting strengths in‡uences the propensity for the outbreak of resource-wasteful con‡ict. There
is a long-lasting debate on this question in political science. Balance of
power theory suggests that con‡ict is most likely to occur when asymmetry in …ghting strengths is large. On the contrary, power transition theory
suggests that con‡ict is most likely to occur when asymmetry in …ghting
strengths is small. A third argument by Wittman (1979) suggests that the
asymmetry in …ghting strengths does not in‡uence the likelihood of con‡ict
but only the distribution of resources. Wittman claims that players can
take their strengths into account when bargaining about a peaceful solution of the rent. We test Wittman’s null hypothesis on the in‡uence of an
increasing asymmetry and analyze under which conditions it is easiest for
players to reach a peaceful bargaining solution.
We provide evidence in line with Wittman’s hypothesis in a treatment
with a simple exogenous mediator who proposes an equitable division to the
players that accounts for players’…ghting strengths. However, when there
is no mediator and bargaining involves endogenous demands, the likelihood
of con‡ict increases with the asymmetry in …ghting strengths. We …nd
that when the asymmetry in …ghting strengths is small, players successfully
achieve a 50-50 split in about half of the cases. They seem to deem an equal
split to be an appropriate division and the 50-50 split seems to serve as a
focal point. Yet, we also …nd that the slightly advantaged player strongly
dislikes ending up being behind. When the asymmetry in …ghting strengths
increases, individual demands become more dispersed. Hence, players often
fail to coordinate and cannot agree on any kind of peaceful division in more
than half of the cases. This holds even when the Nash bargaining solution
is suggested to the players as a possible (focal) allocation. Surprisingly,
bargaining allocates almost the entire surplus from a peaceful division to
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the disadvantaged player in case a peaceful agreement is reached.
Chapter 4 analyzes the heterogeneity of contest participants with respect to the e¤ort they invest in the contest. We argue that an individualspeci…c joy of winning that players receive on top of their monetary prize
can (partially) explain the overexpenditure and heterogeneity that is typically observed in lottery contest experiments. This argument has already
been introduced to the literature (Sheremeta 2010b). This chapter proposes
a new measure of the joy of winning: Players can bid money to repeat the
…rst round of a contest, replacing the original …rst round. In our setup, the
extent by which players overbid for playing the contest again compared to
the monetary value of a replacement contest measures the joy of winning.
We predict that players who have a high joy of winning will exhibit a higher
bid-di¤erence than players who have a low joy of winning or who even su¤er
from a frustration of losing.
We provide evidence that players do not only care about the monetary
value of the prize in a contest in the laboratory. In general, winners bid
more and losers bid less than predicted. Changes in self-reported satisfaction are in line with these …ndings. Both measures are positively correlated
and there is a substantial degree of heterogeneity in the joy of winning and
the frustration of losing across players. Two factors that explain the heterogeneity are the expectedness and the tightness of the outcome. Regarding
the behavior in the contest, we …nd that e¤ort in the restarted contest is
higher. This points to a selection of high e¤ort types (with a high joy of
winning) and possible procedural or commitment e¤ects of the endogenous
decision for a restart.
Chapter 5 analyzes the selection decisions into the restarted contest
theoretically. As a companion paper to the previous chapter, it uses the
same set-up, but employs a complete information model with two types
who di¤er in their joy of winning. We analyze whether the increase in
e¤ort that we observed in the restarted contest of the experiment can be
explained by self-selection decisions of the players. The intuition is that
those who care more about winning (due to a higher joy of winning) are
more likely to end up in the restarted contest. Therefore, the distribution of
participating types in the restarted contest is di¤erent from the distribution
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in the original contest. Selection and strategic e¤ects cause e¤ort to increase
in the restarted contest.
We provide a theoretical analysis of this intuition in the model, showing
that bids for a restart of the contest are increasing with the joy of winning.
Hence, as players sort into a contest according to their degree of the joy
of winning, average e¤ort in the contest increases. Therefore, a contest
designer who wants to maximize e¤ort should allow for self-selection of
players if he suspects contest participants to vary in their degree of the joy
of winning.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit Aspekten von Selektion
und Heterogenität in Kon‡ikten und Wettstreitigkeiten. Strukturen solcher
Wettkämpfe …nden sich in vielen Gebieten, zum Beispiel bei Beförderungen,
in militärischen Kon‡ikten oder bei sportlichen Wettbewerben. Da die Arbeit mit empirischen Daten realer Kon‡ikte eine Reihe von Herausforderungen wie unbeobachtbare Charakteristika, spezi…sche Eigenheiten des vorliegenden Kon‡ikts und das Problem einer sauberen Identi…kationsstrategie
birgt, wurden die empirischen Ergebnisse dieser Dissertation mit Hilfe theoriegeleiteter Laborexperimente herausgearbeitet. Allen Experimenten ist
gemein, dass sie sich des Lotterie-Wettbewerbs von Tullock (1980) bedienen.
In dieser Dissertation werden drei wesentliche Fragestellungen besprochen:
Allianzenbildung, der Ausbruch gewaltsamer Kon‡ikte und übermäß
ig hohe
Einsätze in Kon‡ikten.
Kapitel 2 untersucht Fragen der Gruppenbildung. Beiträge innerhalb
einer Gruppe sind ein ö¤entliches Gut (Olson and Zeckhauser 1966), daher
erachtet die ökonomische Theorie Gruppen im Vergleich zu Einzelspielern
als benachteiligt. Dahingegen verweist die psychologische Theorie darauf,
dass die Mitglieder einer Gruppe davon motiviert sein können, zum Wohl
der Gruppe beizutragen (siehe z.B. Sherif et al. 1961, Tajfel and Turner
1979, Tajfel 1982). Somit könnten die Anreize zu geringen Beiträgen in
Teams durch Faktoren wie Solidarität mit der eigenen Gruppe abgeschwächt
werden, besonders wenn es eine gegnerische Partei gibt. Auß
erdem sagt die
Theorie voraus, dass es bei heterogenen Anreizen der Spieler dazu kommt,
dass schwach motivierte Spieler sich eher in die Gruppe selektieren als stark
motivierte Spieler.
Die Experimente in Kapitel 2 belegen diese Art adverser Selektion, wenn
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die Spieler heterogen hinsichtlich ihrer intrinsischen und/oder extrinsischen
Motivation sind. Trotz der adversen Selektion ist der geleistete Einsatz freiwillig gebildeter Gruppen nicht geringer als der Einsatz exogen gebildeter
Gruppen. Das spricht dafür, dass freiwillige Gruppenbildung den Teamgeist
fördert. Desweiteren haben wir Belege für strategische E¤ekte gefunden:
die Spieler tre¤en ihre Einsatzentscheidung abhängig davon, ob ihr Mitspieler für oder gegen Gruppenbildung gestimmt hat, da dessen Wahl Informationen über seinen Typ bereithält. Wir beobachten, dass stark motivierte Spieler, die gegen ihre eigene Wahl in eine Gruppe eingeteilt werden, den meisten Einsatz aufbringen. Sie erwarten Trittbrettfahrerverhalten
von ihrem Mitspieler, der für Gruppenbildung gestimmt hat und versuchen,
den wenigen Einsatz ihres Mitspielers auszugleichen. In der Tat leisten die
schwach motivierten Spieler in dieser Konstellation nämlich den geringsten
Einsatz.
Kapitel 3 untersucht, wie sich eine Asymmetrie in den Kampfstärken
der wettstreitenden Spieler auf die Wahrscheinlichkeit des Ausbruchs eines
ressourcenintensiven Kon‡ikts auswirkt. Darüber wird in der Politikwissenschaft schon lange debattiert. Die Anhänger der "balance of power"
Theorie legen nahe, dass Kon‡ikt am ehesten ausbricht, wenn es eine groß
e
Asymmetrie in den Kampfstärken gibt und dass ein Mächtegleichgewicht
am ehesten zu Frieden führt. Im Gegensatz dazu legen die Anhänger der
"power transition" Theorie nahe, dass Kon‡ikt am ehesten ausbricht, wenn
die Asymmetrie in den Kampfstärken klein ist und dass ein System mit
einer dominanten Macht am ehesten zu Frieden führt. Ein drittes Argument, welches auf Wittman (1979) zurückgeht, besagt, dass die Asymmetrie
in den Kampfstärken keinen Ein‡uss auf den Kon‡iktausbruch hat und nur
die Verteilung der Ressourcen beein‡usst. Wittman behauptet, dass die
Spieler ihre Stärken berücksichtigen können, wenn sie über eine friedvolle
Aufteilung des Preises verhandeln. Wir testen Wittmans Nullhypothese
zum Ein‡uss einer ansteigenden Asymmetrie und analysieren, unter welchen
Umständen die Spieler am einfachsten eine friedliche Verhandlungslösung
erreichen.
Die Experimente in Kapitel 3 stimmen mit Wittmans Hypothese überein,
solange die experimentelle Gestaltung einfach gehalten ist und einen exoge216

nen Mediator vorsieht, der den Spielern eine gerechte Aufteilung des Preises
vorschlägt, die sich an den Kampfstärken der Spieler orientiert. Wenn es
jedoch keinen solchen Mediator gibt und die Verhandlungen durch endogene Forderungen ablaufen, steigt die Wahrscheinlichkeit eines Kon‡iktaufbruchs mit der Asymmetrie der Kampfstärken an. Wenn die Asymmetrie
in den Kampfstärken gleich ist, zeigt sich, dass sich die Spieler in mehr als
der Hälfte der Fälle erfolgreich für eine 50-50-Aufteilung entscheiden. Sie
scheinen solch eine gleichmäß
ige Aufteilung für eine angemessene Aufteilung
zu halten und benutzen die 50-50-Aufteilung als einen fokalen Punkt zur Koordination. Es zeigt sich aber auch, dass der leicht begünstigte Spieler eine
starke Abneigung dagegen hat, weniger zu erhalten als sein Gegenspieler.
Sobald die Asymmetrie in den Kampfstärken ansteigt, nimmt die Streuung
der individuellen Forderungen in den Verhandlungen zu. Daher kommt es
häu…g zu Koordinationsversagen und in mehr als der Hälfte der Fälle können
sich die Spieler auf keinerlei friedvolle Aufteilung einigen. Dieses Resultat
bleibt auch dann bestehen, wenn die Nash-Verhandlungslösung den Spielern
als mögliche (fokale) Aufteilung vorgeschlagen wird. Überraschenderweise
führen die Verhandlungen dazu, dass fast der gesamte Überschuss durch
eine erfolgreiche friedliche Aufteilung dem benachteiligten Spieler zu‡ieß
t.
Kapitel 4 untersucht die Heterogenität der Kon‡iktbeteiligten im Hinblick auf die Kampfaufwendungen, die sie im Kon‡ikt erbringen. Vorgebracht wird, dass die individuelle Freude am Gewinnen, die die Spieler
zusätzlich zum Erhalt des monetären Preises erleben, die überhöhten Aufwendungen und die Heterogenität, die diesbezüglich typischerweise in Experimenten zu Lotteriewettstreiten beobachtet wird, (teilweise) erklären kann.
Dieses Argument …ndet sich schon in der vorherigen Literatur (Sheremeta
2010b). Das Kapitel schlägt ein neues Maßvor, um die Freude am Gewinnen
zu quanti…zieren: Die Spieler können Geld bieten, um die erste Runde eines
Wettstreits zu wiederholen. Das Ergebnis des wiederholten Wettstreits ersetzt dann das Ergebnis der ersten Runde. Wieviel Geld ein Spieler bietet
um den Wettkampf erneut zu bestreiten (abzüglich des monetären Gegenwerts eines solchen Ersatzwettstreits) ist in unserem Aufbau das Maßfür
die Freude am Gewinnen. Wir sagen vorher, dass die Di¤erenz beider Werte
bei Spielern, die eine hohe Freude am Gewinnen haben, positiver sein wird
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als bei Spielern, die nur eine geringe Freude am Gewinnen haben oder sogar
unter der Frustration des Verlierens leiden.
Die Experimente in Kapitel 4 belegen, dass sich die Spieler im Labor nicht nur für den monetären Preiswert eines Kon‡ikts interessieren.
Generell bieten Gewinner mehr für einen Ersatzwettkampf als theoretisch
vorhergesagt und Verlierer bieten weniger. Die Veränderungen in der Selbsteinschätzung der eigenen Zufriedenheit stimmen mit diesen Ergebnissen
überein. Beide Maß
e sind positiv korreliert und es wird ein substantieller
Grad an Heterogenität bezüglich der Freude am Gewinnen und der Frustration durch Verlieren zwischen den Spielern festgestellt. Wie erwartet
und wie knapp das Ergebnis war sind zwei Faktoren, die diese Heterogenität erklären können. Bezüglich des Verhaltens im Kon‡ikt …nden wir heraus, dass die Aufwendungen im wiederholten Wettkampf höher sind. Dies
spricht für eine Selektion von Spielern, die eine hohe Freude am Gewinnen
haben und hohen Einsatz leisten, und für mögliche prozedurale E¤ekte oder
Verp‡ichtungsgefühle durch die freiwillige und endogene Entscheidung für
einen wiederholten Wettstreit.
Kapitel 5 untersucht die Selektionsentscheidungen in den wiederholten
Kon‡ikt hinein theoretisch. Die theoretische Analyse komplementiert die
experimentelle Untersuchung des vorhergehenden Kapitels. Die Analyse
verwendet den gleichen Aufbau wie zuvor und entwickelt ein Modell vollständiger Information mit zwei Typen, die sich hinsichtlich ihrer Freude
am Gewinnen unterscheiden. Wir analysieren, ob der Anstieg der Einsatzleistungen, den wir im wiederholten Kon‡ikt des Experiments beobachtet
haben, durch Selbstselektionsentscheidungen der Spieler erklärt werden kann.
Die Intuition besagt, dass diejenigen, denen mehr am Gewinnen liegt (aufgrund einer höheren Freude am Gewinnen) sich eher im wiederholten Kon‡ikt wieder…nden werden. Daher unterscheidet sich die Verteilung der Wettbewerber im wiederholten Kon‡ikt von der Verteilung im ursprünglichen
Kon‡ikt. Selektion und strategische E¤ekte führen zu einem Anstieg der
Einsätze im wiederholten Kon‡ikt.
Die Analyse in Kapitel 5 bietet eine theoretische Fundierung dieser Intuition im Modell. Sie zeigt, dass die Gebote für einen Wiederholungskampf
mit der Freude am Gewinnen ansteigen. Somit steigt der Durchschnitt218

seinsatz im Kon‡ikt an, weil sich die Spieler entsprechend ihrer Freude am
Gewinnen in den Wettstreit selektieren. Daher sollte ein Organisator eines
Wettbewerbs, der die Bemühungen im Wettbewerb maximieren möchte, eine
Selbstselektion der Spieler erlauben, wenn er vermutet, dass sich die potentiellen Wettbewerber hinsichtlich ihres Ausmaß
es an der Freude am Gewinnen unterscheiden.
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